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Summary
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a common and very successful surgical procedure in the
treatment of osteoarthritis of the knee. Figures from the Australian Orthopaedic
Association National Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR) have shown that over the
last 3 decades the numbers of patients undergoing Primary Total Knee Arthroplasty has
been progressively rising.
Approximately 52,000 Primary TKA procedures were performed in Australia in 2016.
Total knee arthroplasty is accepted by the orthopaedic surgical community as the best
surgical treatment available for the treatment of end stage osteoarthritis. However
complications still occur and 2017 NJR figures show a revision surgery rate of
approximately 5% at 10 years post-op.
The numbers of patients undergoing revision knee arthroplasty are on the rise. Since
2003 the number of Primary TKA’s performed has increased by 115.1% and Revision
TKA’s have increased by 73.3 % in Australia. In 2016 from AOANJRR figures 4668 Revision
Knee Arthroplasty procedures were performed. The estimated total cost of care for a
Revision Knee arthroplasty procedure is 63,000 Australian Dollars. This means the annual
cost to the healthcare system for this surgery nationally is approximately 294 million
Australian dollars. Revision TKA surgery is invasive and has a high rate of complications
for our patients. Revision for TKA instability is a significant problem with many patients
failing within the first 3 years post-op and sustaining a high rate of re-revision surgery. In
addition, as shown in our systematic review Chapter 2, the diagnosis and management of
TKA instability is less well described in the published literature compared to other modes
of failure.
The purpose of this thesis is to design a robust diagnostic approach to improve the.
Diagnosis of TKA instability and reduce our rates of re-revision surgery. TKA revision for
instability is used as a sentinel event to use the AOANJRR National registry data combined
with a local Revision Registry to identify areas to improve our diagnostic and
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management processes. Clinical outcomes are then then assessed, and innovations in
Robotic technology reviewed to assess their impact in improving ligament balancing in
primary TKA surgery with the potential to reduce failures for instability in the future.
In Chapter 2 we performed a systematic review to evaluate what is known in the current
published literature. Using the published data an evaluation was performed of the
current understanding of when a patient’s TKA fails due to instability. An evaluation was
performed of the demographics and patient factors that lead to instability. Surgical and
implant related factors were also assessed to draw any associations.
In Chapter 3 the results from our systematic review were used to design and construct a
standardized diagnostic algorithm for the failed or potentially failing total knee
arthroplasty. Our ultimate aim is to use these processes to reduce the rates of revision
for our patients with a significant reduction in further surgeries and a massive saving to
the healthcare system. This algorithm was then evaluated to assess which criteria were
the most reliable in diagnosing TKA instability allowing to reduce the number of patients
undergoing revision surgery. Our literature review suggests this is the first attempt to do
this with no previous studies published at this time.

In Chapter 4 the data from our systematic review and a report from the National registry
on our departments historic results were used to the design and implement a local
revision knee arthroplasty registry. National registries already exist and are a very useful
quality and research tool. However, revision surgery data is very granular, and the use of
a local registry allows more detailed evaluation of trends over time. The local registry was
then compared with national figures to evaluate how to improve our diagnostic and
clinical processes. Our registry showed high revision rates for ‘pain’. Patients were
diagnosed through this pathway as either unstable, failing for another reason or not
requiring further surgery. This local data was then analysed and compared with the
national figures to improve our diagnostic and management process. This data can then
be used in a feedback loop to suggest potential changes to the collection of national data.
We have used our historic national data to evaluate a new robust and standardized
diagnosis and management process.
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In Chapter 5 we reviewed our clinical experience with revision knee arthroplasty surgery
to assess the post-op outcomes of our patients. Some published series suggest poor
outcomes in patients revised for TKA instability compared to other reasons for revision
and high rates of re-revision surgery. This study evaluated our re-revision rates and crossreferenced them with our historical and current results on the National AOANJRR
registry. This showed that we had reduced our re-revision rates from 14.6 to 8.3%.
However, PROMs score for our revision patients were low suggesting that despite a
reduction in our re-revision rates prevention of revision surgery in the first place would
be desirable for our patients.

In Chapter 6 we evaluated the use in technology in improving ligament balancing in
primary TKA surgery with the potential to reduce failures and revision TKA surgery for
instability in the future. Computer assisted surgery has been proved in previous studies to
reduce outliers in surgical accuracy and revision rates over time. This technology has now
been modified with the introduction of Robotic TKA surgery systems. These have been
designed to specifically improve the accuracy of ligament balancing. Our analysis shows
that in primary TKA surgery the implants can be inserted with a high level of ligament
balancing precision with the potential to reduce failures in the future.

In Chapter 7 we discuss the implications of the work from this Thesis and how this can be
used to improve patient outcomes. Finally, in Chapter 8 we have reviewed and
considered the possible future research that could stem from this thesis and enhance our
understanding of the issues in TKA instability. A number of different technological
systems are emerging that aim to improve either the alignment or ligament balancing in
primary TKA surgery. Robotic techniques measure the size of ligament ‘gaps ‘to assess
balancing and are highly accurate. However other systems now exist with pressure
transducer capability to assess the force ligaments apply to the TKA prosthesis. The
combination of simultaneous accurate Robotic implantation and measurement of
ligament tension may offer enhanced ability to implant the TKR prosthesis in a way that
best mimics the patient’s own biomechanics.
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Our university biomechanics department has designed a specific gait lab system to assess
the effects of TKA on the patients gait cycle and the abnormal force patterns they may
experience in instability. This includes a unique stair climbing force vector array to
evaluate the effects of Robotic assisted TKA patients against controls. Finally, the effects
of these innovations on TKA revision rates can be assessed using the AOA registry system.
The registry has shown that the improvements obtained in Computer assessed surgery
have reduced revision rates in primary TKA surgery. This data however took 8 years to
collect and assess therefore a similar review of Robotic TKA surgery and its results lies out
with the time frame of this Thesis.

In summary this thesis has combined Local and National Registry data to improve clinical
practice in revision TKA surgery. The development of a robust comprehensive local
registry, diagnosis and management pathway has already had a dramatic effect on our
clinical practice. To our knowledge, this is the first study to use combined registry data to
determine a method to reduce re-revision rates in revision TKA surgery. Finally, the use of
Robotic innovation and increases accuracy in knee ligament balancing may reduce the
rates of failure in primary TKA surgery reducing our patients need for revision surgery in
the first place.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Aims
The overall aim of this thesis is to use knee instability as the sentinel event to develop a
detailed system within my department to enhance the accuracy of diagnosis and quality
of management for our patients. This system intends to reduce revision TKA rates and
improve outcomes of revision surgery leading to a reduction in our re-revision surgery
rates.
To evaluate the outcomes of this system the AOA national joint replacement registry
information is used in combination with a local registry to provide improved and more
detailed information on how this process has achieved these goals. The results of our
systematic review suggest this is the first time this has been attempted.
In the prevention of TKA failure for instability this thesis aims to describe and evaluate
the use of Robotic assisted surgery to improve ligament balancing in primary surgery and
hopefully reduce the need for revision surgery in the first place.
In this work I intend to evaluate these processes and use the results to improve surgical
outcomes, reduce complications and reduce the number of patients who return to
theatre for further revision surgery. This would potentially lead to a reduction in the
human cost of this condition and also a significant reduction in the financial burden on
our service and healthcare system.
Research Questions
After performing and appropriate Systematic literature review relating to instability in
TKA surgery the thesis aims to address the following research questions.
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Research question 1 was to describe a new standardised clinical assessment of TKA
instability
This question involves the design and evaluation of a new diagnostic algorithm for TKA
instability, the methods of how this was done and its effects on our clinical practice. This
question is addressed in Chapter 3.

Research question 2 was to design and evaluate a local revision arthroplasty registry.
These data are used to assess our current revision TKA surgery practice and assess how
this data can be better collected and analysed to improve practice. Long term trends can
be evaluated in the future. This question is discussed and addressed in Chapter 4.

Research question 3 was to evaluate the Clinical outcomes of our revision TKA surgery for
instability.
Using data from our local registry a clinical review of our cases was performed. Local
revision TKA was compared to and combined with national AOANJRR figures to evaluate
effects of the changes our diagnostic algorithm has had on clinical practice. This question
is addressed in Chapter 5

Research question 4 was to evaluate the potential of Robotic Assisted TKA surgery and its
potential to reduce TKA instability.
Both computer assisted surgery and robotic assisted TKA surgery may allow surgeons to
improve ligament balancing during surgery which may potentially reduce failures for TKA
surgery. Data was collected on the accuracy of this technology in balancing knee
ligaments intraoperatively. This question is addressed in Chapter 6.
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Osteoarthritis
Causes and Incidence
Osteoarthritis is the most common degenerative condition affecting the musculoskeletal
system in the general population. It causes progressive pain and loss of function causing
patients to seek medical intervention in the form of pain management, physical therapy
and when these conservative options are unsuccessful surgical intervention.

It is

estimated that 10% of the human population over the age of 60 years old are affected by
significant clinical problems that can be attributed to OA1.
Osteoarthritis is defined as a condition characterised by focal areas of cartilage loss
within synovial joints with associated hypertrophy of the bone and thickening of the joint
capsule. The prevalence of disease is only an estimate as the patterns of symptoms and
joint involvement vary. In addition, there are many people with radiographic evidence of
OA but no significant clinical symptoms or disability1.
Epidemiological research has used the concepts of Radiological OA, Symptomatic OA and
Self-reported OA to define the disease when trying to quantify the incidence and
prevalence of OA. Radiographic OA considers only the pathophysiological changes on
radiographic images and is also subject to variation depending of the different
radiological scoring systems used by different authors. Symptomatic OA is defined as
patients with both radiological and clinical symptoms related to the joint pathology.
Some authors also define self-reported OA based on patient’s own information
concerning a previous diagnosis of OA1.
Unsurprisingly previous reports in the literature suggest a higher prevalence of
radiographic OA compared to the other definitions. However, using self-reported OA as a
guide the prevalence of osteoarthritis of the knee still varied between studies from 7.1 to
15 %1. Patients with osteoarthritis present with pain, swelling and limitation of their
physical function. Commonly patients report pain when walking or descending stairs. The
commonly describe pain rising from a chair and the pain may wake them from sleep. The
need for a walking aid such as a stick or frame is also common. The joint is usually stiff
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and sore and can grind, a term known as ‘crepitus ‘on clinical examination. Patients are
usually tender around the joint line and in significant disease can also present with
deformity of the affected joint. The diagnosis of osteoarthritis is usual made by detecting
a combination of relevant symptoms, physical signs and X-ray findings.
Prevention and Conservative Treatment
Most patients will have tried some method of conservative management before seeking
the opinion of a surgeon usually with the assistance of their general practitioner. Early
arthritis symptoms are commonly managed with either simple analgesics or NonSteroidal Anti-Inflammatory agents. These medications can reduce pain, improve function
and either delay or prevent the need to consider surgical management6. In addition,
many patients use medical therapies targeted at modulating the effects of the arthritis
such as glucosamine or fish oils. These agents have shown some benefit for some
patient’s osteoarthritis symptoms7 however a recent Systematic review showed no
benefit over placebo2.
In addition to management with medications patients are commonly advised to work at
exercise therapy either on their own or with the assistance of a physiotherapist. In lower
limb osteoarthritis the use of hydrotherapy is also useful. General advice on a healthy and
especially weight loss will not only improve their general function it can reduce the stress
though weight-bearing joints and allow patients to improve their function without the
need to undergo surgical treatment3,4.
It is generally accepted within the medical community that once the patient’s symptoms
or functional deficit is no longer responding to these measures it is appropriate to
consider a surgical opinion and investigate what surgical options are available. The key
issue with the decision to proceed with surgical management is usual based on
deteriorating function, increasing pain, and a negative effect on the patient’s ability to
perform normal activities of daily living or symptoms that they feel are having an adverse
effect on their quality of life.
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Current Surgical Intervention
Surgical therapy for end stage osteoarthritis of the knee usually involves arthroplasty
surgery. Other surgical management options are available including corrective osteotomy
in younger patients and arthroscopic surgery5.
In early OA of the knee some patients may benefit from arthroscopic knee surgery.
Patients with early OA can benefit from debridement of their chondral damage and
resection of any associated meniscal tears. This surgery is less invasive, the complications
less severe and the recovery time shorter. Patients may request less invasive surgery or
are apprehensive about the prospect of a TKA. However, although a common surgical
practice the evidence for arthroscopic debridement is remains controversial. Randomised
studies have suggested that in the presence of OA arthroscopy is no better than analgesia
and physiotherapy9.
Patients with OA restricted to only one compartment of the knee for example the medial
compartment can benefit from surgery other than the TKA procedure. One example is
Uni-compartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA). This involves resection and replacement of
the damaged articular surface of the medial compartment only. This surgery comes with
the benefit of conserving the bone and tissues in the unaffected compartments.
However, the surgical indications for UKA are very specific and as a result this procedure
is only performed in 5.7% of all knee replacement cases10. This surgery comes with a
higher risk of early revision in the first 10 years. Approximately 15% of Unicompartmental
knees have been revised by this time11.
Patients with selective medial compartment OA can also be treated with a realignment
osteotomy. This involves a corrective osteotomy to either the distal femur or proximal
tibia. The abnormal mechanical axis created by OA wear is corrected to allow the patient
to bear more weight through the normal cartilage in the unaffected compartment. This
option is attractive to patients who are too young for TKA surgery or who have heavy
manual jobs 5. This surgery is performed in a selected group of patients and represents a
small minority of all knee surgeries performed compared to the more common TKA’s. For
the purpose of answering our scientific questions my analysis has been directed towards
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the issues affecting TKA patients. Total knee arthroplasty surgery is widely accepted
amongst the orthopaedic surgical community as the gold standard for the treatment of
osteoarthritis of the knee when non-surgical measures such as analgesics and physical
therapy no longer control the patient’s symptoms.
Total Knee Arthroplasty
Incidence & Demographics
Total knee arthroplasty is a surgical intervention, which aims to restore the function of a
diseased knee joint. The main goals are to relieve pain, restore alignment, reproduce
knee movement and balance knee ligaments. By achieving these aims the surgeon’s goal
is to restore the patient’s clinical function similar to that obtained without the
osteoarthritis disease process.
According to AOANJRR 2017 figures Osteoarthritis is the commonest diagnosis for
patients undergoing TKA accounting for 97.6% of the cases of primary total knee
arthroplasty procedures. Over 55,000 TKA procedures were performed in Australia in
2017

12

. Current data from health funds suggests a total knee arthroplasty costs on

average. $23,000. The total financial burden nationally for these procedures is therefore
approximately 1.26 Billion AUS Dollars15. The numbers of cases performed continues to
rise, with a 4.3% increase overall in 2017 compared to 201612. In 70.5 % of these
procedures, the surgery is performed in patients in the age range of 55- 75, only 6.6% of
cases are performed in patients under 55 years of age12. Surgery remains more common
in females accounting for 55.4% of cases 12. Therefore, while accepted TKA as the gold
standard of care for OA of the knee, this surgery is a significant financial burden on the
healthcare service. In addition, with increasing patient life expectancy and increasing TKA
numbers, with the majority of cases performed in patients under 75 years of age, the
potential healthcare burden of revision surgery remains significant.
Basic Knee Anatomy
TKA surgery requires the surgeon to understand the basic anatomy of the knee and
perform surgical resections that will not only allow the knee implant to replace the
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damaged articular surfaced but also the surgeon to use those implants to restore the
alignment an ligament balancing of the knee. Surgical instruments are designed to assist
the surgeon in accurately measuring the knee alignment; thicknesses of bony resection
required and assess ligament tensions to ensure they are correctly balanced. The basic
bony, cartilage and ligamentous structures of the knee are shown in Fig 1 below.

Fig 1. The anatomy of the human knee from in front and behind. The patella has been
reflected to show the anterior cruciate ligaments and meniscal cartilages clearly.
Reproduced from Physiopedia / www.physio-pedia.com/Knee, image has no noncommercial copyright restrictions.
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Surgical Technique
Technically the diseased articular surfaces of the femur and tibia are resected within the
knee joint. The removed bone and cartilage are then reconstructed using surgical
prosthetic implants that are designed to mimic the smooth articulation present in a nondiseased joint. The Prosthetic implants are also designed to assist the surgeon to balance
and recreate the normal ligament tensions that the patient requires to have a functioning
stable knee.
The surgeon uses a step-by-step series of tools and ‘jigs ‘to measure each step of the
surgical process and achieve the goals mentioned above. Surgical jigs can be
supplemented by measurements taken using Computer navigation systems or Image
based Patient specific technologies. For the purpose of this description, a conventional
jig-based system is described.
Each patient has a slightly different alignment and morphology. The bones involved vary
in size from patient to patient and must be accurately assessed and measured. In
addition, the ligaments of the knee need to be ‘balanced’ to achieve normal knee stability
and function (this will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3). However, during surgery
the technique must allow the surgeon to balance the knee joint and two ‘gaps ‘are used.
These are termed the ‘Flexion Gap ‘and ‘Extension Gap.’ The extension gap is the space
between the femur and tibia with the knee in full extension and the flexion gap is the
same space with the knee flexed to 90 degrees. Both gaps are determined by the amount
of bone resected and the tension of the patient’s ligaments. This is summarised in Figure
2 below.
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Figure 2, diagrammatic example of the Flexion gap A and Extension gap B showing in this
case a symmetrical bone resection in both gaps. Reproduced with permission Griffin et al J
Arthroplasty 2000.

Total knee arthroplasty is performed in the operating theatre of a suitable hospital.
Aseptic surgical techniques and adequate anaesthesia are used. The surgeon performs a
midline incision through the skin over the knee joint. The deep tissues medial to the
patella are excised and the patella reflected to allow adequate exposure of the articular
surfaces. Abnormal soft tissue is excised, and preparation made to measure and perform
the bony resections.
Prior to performing surgical cuts measurement jigs are used to assess the patient’s
alignment correcting for any deformity caused by the disease process. In the method
described the bony alignment of the patients Femur and Tibia are used as reference
guides. To begin the process an Intra-medullary guide rod is inserted down the Femoral
Intra-medullary canal. Using a reference jig, the angle and thickness of the first femoral
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cut is measured. This is called the Distal femoral cut; it should be parallel to the ground if
the patient was in a weight bearing position. It is normally cut in 5 – 7 degrees of valgus in
relation to the patient’s Femoral Intramedullary alignment. The thickness of the cut is 8 –
10 mm to match the thickness of the femoral implant used.

Fig 3 Using drill and Intra medullary guides to use the femoral intra medullary alignment
as a guide for femoral resections. Reproduced with permission from Stryker Triathlon
surgical technique 2015.
The ‘Distal cut surface’ is then used as a reference to perform the rest of the femoral
preparation. Using a sizing guide the patient’s femur is measured and matched to a
corresponding implant size, e.g. 2,3,4 etc. The appropriate 4 in 1 Femoral cutting block is
then attached and matched to the patient’s distal femoral rotation. The cuts are then
checked and performed. This should allow the surgeon to resect all the remaining
diseased articular surface and finish the femoral preparation to accept the final Femoral
Implant.
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Fig 4a and 4b, the femoral intra medullary alignment is used to position the femoral
resection guides. The resection is then measured a distal bone cut to match the thickness
of the TKA femoral implant. Reproduced with permission from Stryker Triathlon surgical
technique 2015.
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Excess soft tissue and any remaining bony osteophytes are removed. A final assessment is
made of the femoral preparation by applying a ‘trial ‘Femoral implant. This allows the
surgeon to assess the accuracy of these steps before proceeding to the Tibial preparation.

Fig 5, Surgeon checks fit of trial femoral implant and drills guide holes for femoral ‘pegs
‘that will control implant rotation. Reproduced with permission from Stryker Triathlon
surgical technique 2015.

Tibial alignment jigs are used to assess the patient’s natural alignment. A long alignment
rod Jig is applied around the patient’s ankle using the medial and lateral malleoli as
reference points. The Tibial ankle clamps and proximal alignment rods allow placement of
the Tibial cutting jig in parallel with the patient’s natural Tibial alignment. Most patients
have a slight posterior Tibial slope and this is also taken into account.
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Fig 6 the extra medullary clamp and guide are used to measure the tibial alignment. Ankle
clamps are passed around the patient’s malleoli while a fixation pin is impacted into the
tibia to allow accurate alignment and tibial flexion or ‘slope’ measurements to be made.
Reproduced with permission from Stryker Triathlon surgical technique 2015.

Using the Tibial resection guide and a measurement stylus the position is measured to
allow a resection of 9mm of bone of the proximal tibia in most cases. This resects the
entire diseased articular surface and prepared the tibia at the correct thickness and
alignment for insertion of the Tibial implant. The cut bone surface is removed, and any
residual soft tissue or bone osteophytes resected. This is shown in Figure 7 below.
The final Tibial preparation is completed using the Universal tibial template. This jig is
applied to the Tibial cut surface and the appropriate size used to match the size of the
patient’s tibia. The correct tibia rotation is also assessed, and the tibia finished by making
the appropriate keel cut. This step ensures the final and correct Tibial rotation is
maintained and that the Tibial implant can be correctly secured in the patient’s bone.
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Fig 7 the tibia resection guide is appropriately positioned using the tibial alignment
guides. The thickness of resection is measured and the tibia cuts made. Reproduced with
permission from Stryker Triathlon surgical technique 2015.
Before final implantation the surgeon must assess the knees overall alignment and if the
Flexion and Extension gaps are balanced. To perform this process a ‘Spacer block’ tool is
inserted into the new knee joint in both full extension and 90 degrees of flexion. This
block mimics the thickness of the final implant and allows the surgeon to ensure the
tension is correct and symmetrical in both gaps. This device also allows the insertion of an
alignment rod to ensure the final alignment of the patient’s leg is satisfactory prior to
insertion of the final implants.
For a final check Trial implants are inserted and the alignment checked again. The balance
of knee ligament tension is checked again for the Flexion and Extension gaps using
specifically designed ‘spacer’ blocks or jigs. In Fig 8 below the extension gap is measured
at 9mm. The Range of motion is checked to ensure it is adequate and that the patella
tracks well thought the whole range. If all these steps are complete and satisfactory the
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surgeon can insert the final implants with bone cement. Once insertion is satisfactory and
complete the wound is closed in layers and dressings applied.

Fig 8 Ligament ‘ spacer blocks ‘ are used in both flexion and extension to assure the flexion
and extension gaps of the knee are balanced before the final prosthesis is implanted.
Reproduced with permission from Stryker Triathlon surgical technique 2015.
TKA Methods of Failure
TKA is widely accepted as the gold standard in the surgical management of osteoarthritis
of the knee. Patients obtain good pain relief in the majority of cases and enjoy good
restoration of their clinical function. In addition, using modern material and well tested
implants patients can achieve good long-term results with less than a 5% revision rate by
10 years post op 16. However not all patients are satisfied, and failures will occur leading
to further pain, disability and the need for revision surgery.
The numbers of patients undergoing Revision knee arthroplasty are on the rise. Since
2003 the number of Primary TKA’s performed has increased by 115.1% and Revision
TKA’s have increased by 73.3 % in Australia 17. Revision knee arthroplasty is a significant
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undertaking for our patients with both a higher morbidity and mortality related to
Primary TKA. The financial cost of providing this care for the Australian Healthcare System
is also significant. US estimates suggest as cost of approximately $74,000 per procedure
15

. It is not clear whether this is purely a reflection of the increasing numbers of Primary

TKA’s performed or whether other factors are involved.
According to NJR 2017 figures, the commonest reasons for revision TKA remain
Loosening/ Lysis (25.9%), Infection (22.5%), Patello femoral pain (10.9%), Pain (8.6%) &
Instability (7.3%). The full breakdown on reasons for revision is summarised in Table 1
below.
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Table 1, the reason for Revision knee arthroplasty in all knees recorded until December
31st 2016. Table KT11 Page198, 2017 AOANJRR report.
Loosening/ Lyses progressively rises over time from index surgery while the other causes
of failure are commonest in the first 4 years. This subject is discussed in much further
detail in our systematic review of the published evidence included in Chapter 2.
Revision knee arthroplasty follows the same principles of trying to restore knee function,
alignment and mechanics. However, in revision surgery the surgeon has also to consider
the issues of addressing the pathological issue, safely removing the pre-existing implants
with minimal harm and finally reconstructing the knee joint to restore the patient’s
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function. Knee revision is therefore inadvisable without first making a sound diagnosis of
the pathology that has led to failure 18. Once this has been achieved the surgeon needs to
safely remove the implants with the minimum of host bone loss and then use revision
instruments to reconstruct the knee, taking into account any pathological deformity or
bone loss present.
Revision knee systems differ from primary knee arthroplasty systems in order to tackle
these issues. They commonly include intramedullary instruments to assess the patient’s
normal alignment. In addition, the revision knee systems usually allow the surgeon to
use metallic augments to build up and compensate for any bone loss present.
Ligament laxity may also be a problem and, in these situations the revision knee system
may have different articulating mechanisms and hinges to enhance or replace ligament
function. The choice to use these implants can be made by the surgeon during preoperative planning or on the basis of findings in theatre. Once the original implants have
been safely removed and the final bone preparation is made the surgeon can use a
tension device or spacer blocks to ensure the ligaments in the knee joint are balanced
and that the thickness of implant required is the same in both flexion and extension. This
is shown in figure 9 below.
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Fig 9, an adjustable tensioner device is used to assess the thickness of the extension gap.
The surgeon can then check the knee ligaments are balanced and measure the thickness
of implant required. In this example the adjustable device is suggesting a 9mm
polyethylene insert would be the desirable thickness. Reproduced with permission from
Stryker Triathlon surgical technique 2015.

In a complex revision scenario with significant bone loss it may not be possible to balance
the knee. If persistent ligamentous instability is present despite using standard implants
the surgeon can use implants, which stabilise the knee to assist with ligament function
and knee balancing. If the ligamentous deficit is too severe a ‘hinged ‘revision knee
implant can be used. This utilises a constrained articulation between the femur and tibia.
In a difficult case this can completely replace the stabilising function of the patient’s knee
ligaments. An example of a hinged revision knee implant is shown below in figure 10.
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Fig 10, a fully constrained Revision total knee implant. In this example a ‘hinge’ connects
the femur and tibia allowing the implant to be used when severe ligamentous
insufficiency is present. Reproduced with permission from Stryker Triathlon surgical
technique 2015.
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Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry
Since 1999 the AOA, with the help of surgeons and the Australian government, has
collected data on primary and revision arthroplasty surgery nationally. This process has
allowed the collection and analysis of data with large numbers, making it a very powerful
tool both for the surveillance of the outcomes of prosthetic implants and in research
related to arthroplasty surgery. Each year the registry provides reports on the results and
revision rates for all implants used in Australia. Surgeons also are issued with individual
reports to monitor and benchmarking their own practice, allowing for improvements to
be made and to perform a comparative assessment. Implant manufacturers are supplied
with the results of their own implants to allow them to update and maintain their quality
and manufacturing processes in line with other products in use on the market.
In addition, surgeons can request specific reports to look at results for specific implants,
time frames or even their own department in isolation. When compared to the large
numbers in the national data base these reports can be used as powerful research and
audit tools. As part of this thesis in Chapter 4 we used historic local data and compared it
with national trends to identify areas for improvement in our practice. These data were
then compared with our local figures and subsequent reports on our figures to identify
trends and effects from our changes to diagnosis and management.
The registry now holds data on over 602,000 TKA procedures 12. Over the last year 55,000
new TKA procedures were added to the registry 12. At an approximate cost of $23,000 per
case the total burden on the health care system for these procedures is 1.26 Billion
dollars a year, for the hospital stay and procedure alone13. By comparison the total
budget to run the AOANJRR is only 2.3 Million dollars annually19. Therefore, if the data
produced by the national registry leads to even small reductions in implant failures and
subsequent revision surgeries the registry system can prove to be very cost effective 20.
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Local Revision Joint Replacement Registry
One of the main strengths of the national registry is its size and the subsequent power of
its data. Large numbers allow analysis to be performed with results that could not be
obtained in one centre. In addition, these registries are very useful for the analysis of
trends in data over time. This is an essential part of the registries function when
performing surveillance of implants. Increased failure rates of a specific implant that may
not be picked up in one centre can be more easily detected looking at larger numbers.
However, one of the weaknesses of these large systems is that they may not hold the
level and detail of information that can be obtained at a local level. Revision surgery is
very heterogeneous and at a national level it is difficult to store and analyse this level of
detail. A smaller local revision may have fewer cases but allows the surgeon or researcher
to collect and analyse data to a much higher level of detail. This may detect trends
regarding information not collected in national systems. In Chapter 4 we used our
experience with the national registry and the results it provided for our historic cases to
devise a local system allowing us to gather more in-depth figures. These can be used
alongside national figures to ensure our practice is in check with national trends. In
addition, this local information can be fed back to the national system to indicate
additional analysis that could be undertaken at a broader scale.

Knee Instability in TKA
Knee Instability Definition
Knee instability is defined by a number of means; from the point of view of the surgeon
this refers to a laxity in the patient’s knee resulting in clinical symptoms. This can be
caused by ligamentous laxity or injury, loosening of the components, failure or breakage
of components and surgical error in relation to implant size or balancing of the soft
tissues of the knee 8. Furthermore, some implant designs have features that predispose
to development of ‘mid flexion instability’ where the ligaments appear balanced at 0 and
90 degrees of flexion but become lax in the mid-range 21. These patients can experience
significant symptoms climbing steps or rising from a chair.
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A review of The Australian AOANJRR reports in recent years shows that the percentage of
all knee revision surgeries performed for TKA instability is rising. In the 2008 AOANJRR
report, instability was the 9th most common reason for revision at 3.8%; 22 and in 2011 it
was the 7th most common at 4.5%
most common reason at 7.8%

24

23

. The 2018 report states that instability is the 5th

. It is unclear whether this is due to an increasing

incidence or an increased awareness of the diagnosis. Recent work has debated whether
these failures are related to surgical techniques or the actual design of the knee implants.
The recent development of single radius implant designs hoped amongst other clinical
issues to reduce the incidence of mid flexion knee instability. These implants work on the
principle that the same amount of bone is resected from the distal and posteromedial
femur. In combination with a minimal thickness of bone resection the knee would in
theory move through its range of movement with the same tension on the Medial
collateral ligament. If the knee is balanced with the medial collateral ligament in good
tension mid flexion instability could be avoided. At this time this remains unclear if this
implant design does reduce mid-flexion instability and one recent study suggested it had
no effect at all 25.
In addition, we have observed a group of patients who are initially stable but become
unstable over the first 3 years post-op. The cause of this problem is not yet known and
will be investigated as part of the ongoing work in this thesis.
Causes of Knee Instability
The failure causing the patient’s instability can be defined as either peri-operative, early
or late. Early failures tend to occur in the first 3 years with late failure occurring several
years later. Early failure tends to be caused by ligamentous injury of laxity while late
failure is possibly due to delayed diagnosis of ligamentous laxity, attenuation of the knee
ligaments or trauma. As part of our systematic review in Chapter 2 we try to identify the
causes of instability as a mode of failure looking at both early and late failures. Patients
with significant symptoms may seek the opinion of a surgeon regarding revision knee
arthroplasty. In our systematic review it was difficult to define the exact causes of failure
from the published literature. What was clear was that instability cases failed very early
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with the average time to revision surgery < 4 years after primary TKA surgery (Table 4,
Chapter 2).

Diagnosis and Treatment of Knee Instability
Clinically instability is diagnosed by either clinical assessment, radiological assessment or
a combination of both. Once the diagnosis is confirmed the surgeon must use a the
patient’s symptoms combined with their surgical history and indwelling implants to
decide whether surgical intervention is beneficial. Many patients will tolerate mild
instability without the need for surgical intervention. In addition, some patients may have
medical issues making surgery riskier and some knee implants are easier to revise than
others, depending on the implants specific design. Discussion around clinical cases and
presentations within the Arthroplasty Society of Australia* suggested that there is a
growing awareness amongst surgeons of Instability as a mode of implant failure and that
these failures may be under diagnosed. In addition to patients who are developing mid
flexion instability there may be a subgroup developing a form of ‘acquired instability’
after initially successful knee arthroplasty surgery. We assume with the limited evidence
so far, this is due to chronic ligamentous failure months or years after the knee
arthroplasty, but further work is required to prove if this is the case. While other common
modes of failure including Aseptic Loosening and Prosthetic Infection have been studied
extensively, there is a lack of published evidence in relation to Instability as a mechanism
of failure. Therefore, the need to explore a more robust diagnostic process and Registry
sub-analysis was required.
*Wilson CJ, Ford J & Quinn S & Krishnan J
Arthroplasty Society ASM

Clinical diagnosis of Instability in the failing TKA.
Evaluation of a new diagnostic algorithm.
Noosa QLD
Jun 17
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Clinical Experience with Knee instability
In Chapter 3 we used the information from our systematic review and our initial historic
Registry report to develop a standardised diagnostic and management pathway. The
historic report is summarised in Appendix 6. This was designed to improve our clinical
experience in both the diagnosis of and revision surgery for knee instability. In our
department all patients suspected of having an unstable TKA are seen by a surgeon for
routine clinical and radiographic assessment. If there is a significant concern that further
surgery is required, the patients will undergo an examination under anaesthetic (EUA).
This investigation involves both radiology and aspiration / injection of the knee. In
addition, patients have routine bloods and if required scans performed to exclude
prosthetic infection as the cause of failure. This diagnostic pathway is discussed in detail
in Chapter 3.
During the EUA procedure the patient with an adequately relaxed the knee is x-rayed in 5
positions. The first is taken in the neutral position and represents a prosthetic knee as it
would appear in a normal AP x-ray films. The surgeon can magnify the view and look for
any evidence of asymmetry or loosening. The next 2 x-rays are taken in 20 degrees of
flexion. This allows relaxation of the knee capsule and demonstrates the knees stability in
the extension gap. In this position the surgeon applies a varus and then valgus force to
look for signs of the knee joint opening or ‘gapping.’ In a normal prosthetic knee, the
patient’s joint will open between 2 and 5mm, which is easily seen on the screening, xrays. Greater than 5mm of asymmetric gapping is usually considered pathological. The
images are stored and can be used for further discussion or diagnostic purposes.
Two further images are taken at 90 degrees of flexion, these represent the flexion gap in
the prosthetic knee. Again, a varus and then valgus stress is applied, and images recorded
as before. The knee is then tested for anterior and posterior draw stability. In this test the
surgeon holds the tibia firmly and directs an anterior and then posterior force on it while
the knee is flexed to 90 degrees. Usually a primary knee implant is stable to the posterior
stressing force. In normal circumstances the patient’s knee will translate forward
between 0 and 10mm on applying and anterior force. Greater than 10mm is usually
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considered to be pathological. An example of the EUA fluoroscopic radiographs is shown
in Figure 18, Chapter 3.
An aspiration of the knee is performed, and any fluid obtained is sent for microbiological
culture and for microscopy to perform a white cell count. This test provides further
evidence to confirm or rule out prosthetic infection as a cause of implant failure. Finally,
an Intrinsic knee injection is performed using 10 mls of sterile local anaesthetic. The
patient is then examined post-op to record if they obtained pain relief from the injection.
An absence of post op pain relief is considered a negative test and suggests the patient’s
symptoms are coming from a source extrinsic to the knee and further assessment may be
required before considering surgery. Extrinsic pain can come from other sources such as
the lumbar spine, hip joint, and the tendons or muscles around the knee. All patients are
reviewed in the surgeons consulting rooms and the results discussed before considering
the final decision to proceed to revision arthroplasty surgery.
This process was designed to attempt to reduce our number of patients revised for ‘pain
‘and to obtain a more accurate diagnosis of the reason for revision prior to performing
surgery. In addition, patients tested in this process may not proceed to revision TKA
surgery. Patients may therefore avoid revision TKA surgery, who may be experiencing
pain but do not have a good reason to undergo repeat invasive knee surgery. The results
of this process are discussed in full in Chapter 3. There was no evidence of a similar
formal diagnostic and review process in our systematic review suggesting this is the first
attempt to combine registry data with a robust diagnostic algorithm in the diagnosis and
management of the failing knee.
All patients who underwent revision TKA surgery were recorded in our local revision
registry and a prospective clinical evaluation of our patients was performed to evaluate
the outcomes of patents that have undergone revision TKA surgery. The local registry
involved a prospective collection of the revision knee arthroplasty procedures performed
in our department. All patients’ results were crosschecked twice by the author to look for
errors or duplications. These patients had all been evaluated using our diagnostic
algorithm prior to revision surgery. An Ad Hoc report was then requested and obtained
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from the AOANJRR to allow comparison of this prospective data and compare these
findings with our historic AOANJRR results. This report is summarised in Appendix 7. In
Chapter 4 the national registry results show that patients who have gone through our
diagnostic process are more likely to undergo less invasive revisions. These patients may
have fewer complications, cost our department less financially and have a lower risk of
returning for further revision TKA surgery.
The Local Registry gives us a significantly more detailed account of the patient’s
characteristics and the type of surgery required allowing for comparison to the AOANJRR
registry. This local registry is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. It will continue on
prospectively beyond the scope of this thesis to allow us to continue to monitor trends
into the future. In addition, its information can be fed back to the national registry in a
‘feedback loop ‘to allow modifications in its data collection and encourage the uptake of
similar systems both nationally and internationally.

Clinical Results in Revision Surgery
In Chapter 5 we evaluate our outcomes prospectively for patients who have come
through this whole process. Using these results, we hope to gain further understanding of
the outcomes for our patients after they have experienced revision TKA surgery. All
patients were cross checked by the AOANJRR national registry to ensure they had not
been re-revised in other centres. Our re-revision rates were then cross checked with an
AOA registry cross analysis of all revision procedures performed prior to the introduction
of our standardised algorithm. This report is summarised in Appendix 8.
This showed that since this algorithm was implemented, we had reduced or re-revision
rates from 14.6 to 8.3% although it is impossible to say that this reduction is an effect of
the algorithm alone or due to changes in technique in our primary TKA surgery over time.
Hopefully the algorithm has reduced the number of our patients requiring revision
surgery and it has also reduced the financial burden these surgeries have on our local
health care service. To evaluate clinical outcomes Oxford scores were collected as Patient
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reported outcome measures (PROMs). These were lower than expected suggesting there
are still issues with patients function after revision TKA surgery despite reducing the
revision rate. This highlights the need to reduce revision surgery rates in the first place.
This is discussed further in Chapter 6.

Robotic technology and ligament balancing in TKA Surgery
In Chapter 6 we evaluated the use in technology in improving ligament balancing in
primary TKA surgery with the potential to reduce failures and revision TKA surgery for
instability in the future. Computer assisted surgery (CAS) has been proved in previous
studies to reduce outliers in surgical accuracy and revision rates over time 26. Computer
Navigated (CAS) TKA surgery uses digital referencing instead of ‘Jigs’ to map out the size
of the patient’s bones and the abnormal alignment to allow the surgeon to correct the
alignment during the procedure and check that the alignment is correct before
implanting the final prosthesis. The Navigation system uses fixed points or ‘Trackers’ to
reference the position of the patient’s bones in space with a reference and display
system. Initial registration is performed to allow the computer system to map out the
patients pre surgical alignment. The surgeon then uses a digital reference device or
‘pointer ‘to map out the surface of the patients knee joint. This process is known in CAS
surgery as ‘Registration’. An example of this process is shown in Figure 11 below. This is
cross referenced with the patient’s alignment data and a ‘Morph ‘of the patient’s knee is
generated. The system uses a database of Morphs previously saved in its database for
this final step, the Morph that most closely resembles the patients knee data is used.
Therefore, in these systems this is an accurate estimate not exact representation of the
patient’s anatomy. Using this digital model, the surgeon can plan and execute the cuts
with a high level of accuracy. These cuts are then checked with trial implants to ensure
the correct alignment and implant size has been achieved.
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Figure 11 Mapping of the patient’s knee during CAS Total Knee arthroplasty surgery.67
Reproduced with permission from Stryker

The CAS TKA method has been used for years to assist surgeons reproduce the patient’s
normal alignment and therefore improve the function in their knee. However, overtime
implant companies have upgraded the functionality and software driving these systems.
Surgeons can now use the CAS software to measure, and correct, the abnormal ligament
flexion and extension gaps before performing bone cuts. In this process the surgeon can
also check the alignment in both the coronal and sagittal plane before making the
decision to insert the definitive implants. However, the CAS kinematic testing can allow
checks to me made to ensure the flexion and extension gaps are symmetrical. In addition,
the laxity of the patient’s ligament s can be kinematically assessed throughout the range
of movement. The knee is passed through a ROM with trackers and trial implants in
place. The surgeon can feel and measure any laxity of asymmetry before committing to
final implantation.
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In our routine surgical practice, I have used CAS surgery for routine primary TKA surgery
and for the last 4 years have now used the Kinematic balanced technique. The aim of this
change has been to attempt to reproduce the patient’s biomechanics and also reduce the
risk of instability due to surgical error. AOANJJR report data on these cases under my care
shows a revision rate of 0% at 4 years with this technique.70

Robotic surgery uses similar principles to CAS surgery however, the MAKO system uses
enhanced software. In addition to assessing alignment the surgeon can estimate the best
position to perform bone cuts to allow optimal balancing of the patient’s ligaments and
balance the flexion and extension gaps. The system also uses data from a pre-op CT
combined with intra-operative mapping to accurately assess the exact shape and position
of the patient’s knee without relying on standardised ‘morphs ‘in the systems data base.
By using this technology in the way, the knee can be implanted in the position that
provides the best Kinematic Ligament balancing for the patient’s knee without necessarily
implanting the knee in a ‘Neutral ‘Mechanical alignment. The knee can be inserted in for
example 2 degrees of Varus on purpose which represents an abnormal mechanically
aligned knee while the ligament balancing and therefore Kinematic Alignment has been
optimised. When considering kinematic balancing using the Robotic assisted TKA system
the surgeon also has the choice to look at the patient’s gap balancing and laxity before
performing any surgery and then before making any bone cuts. An example of this
planning and balancing capability is shown in Figures 12 a and b below.
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Figures 12 a and b, Gap balancing data from the MAKO robotic system before surgical
bone cuts are performed. Reproduced with permission from Stryker
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In Chapter 6 we evaluate our data regarding accuracy in bone cuts, implant positioning
and ligament ‘gap‘ balancing in TKA surgery. Using robotic we assess the ability of new
surgical technology to perform these actions with a higher level of accuracy than previous
surgical methods. In addition, the surgeon has the ability to plan these surgical
procedures using data specific to each patient prior to commencing surgery. Our analysis
shows that in primary TKA surgery the implants can be inserted with a high level if
ligament balancing precision with the potential to reduce failures in the future.
Data published from the AOANJRR national registry has shown reduced revision rates in
cases where computer assisted surgery has been performed to improve surgical accuracy
26

. However further research will be required to assess the long-term effects of robotic

surgery and whether its improved accuracy of ligament balancing leads to a reduction in
failure rates for TKA instability in the long term.
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Chapter Two: A systematic review of the
published literature, causes of instability
in TKA
This Chapter Contains Material from:
Wilson CJ, Theodoulou & Krishnan J. Knee instability as the primary cause of failure
following Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA): A systematic review of the patient, surgical and
implant characteristics of revised TKA patients. 2017 Sept (29) The Knee.

Introduction
Background
Revision total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a significant undertaking for patients with both
higher morbidity and mortality in comparison to primary TKA 29. In recent years, there has
been an increase in patients reporting symptoms relating to knee instability; similarly, the
Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR) has
reported rising rates of revision for knee instability. In the 2008 AOANJRR report,
instability was identified as the 9th most common reason for all revisions, at 2.9%30. In
2011, this increased to the 7th most common cause, at 5.8%31, and most recently, the 5th
most common reason for revision at 7.3% in 201732. It is unclear whether this trend is due
to an increasing incidence, or an increased awareness of the diagnosis. Recent work has
also debated whether these failures are related to surgical techniques or knee implant
design, with the issue remaining unclear33.
TKA instability can arise due component loosening, component breakage, polyethylene
wear, ligamentous instability or surgical error in relation to implant size or balancing of
the knee34. In addition, some implant designs may have features that predispose to
development of ‘mid flexion instability’ where the ligaments appear balanced at 0° and
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90° of flexion but become lax in the mid-range35. These patients can experience
significant symptoms climbing steps or rising from a chair.
Discussion around clinical cases and presentations within the Arthroplasty Society of
Australia (June 2017) have suggested that there is a growing awareness of instability as a
mode of implants failure amongst surgeons. In addition to patients who are developing
mid flexion instability, there may be a subgroup developing a form of ‘acquired instability’
after initially successful, knee arthroplasty surgery. With the limited evidence available, it
is assumed that this is due to chronic ligamentous failure months or years after the knee
arthroplasty procedure. While other common modes of failure such as aseptic loosening
and prosthetic infection have been studied extensively, there is a lack of evidence in
relation to instability as a mechanism of failure.
A number of definitions of knee instability exist in the literature. In addition, symptoms
that present and appear to be caused by instability may also be due to a number of other
factors including patellofemoral articulation, muscular weakness, component loosening,
and infection36. It is important to define reasons for failure accurately to allow correct
reporting of these TKA failures. An essential part of this literature review was to try and
define a standardised description of TKA instability by evaluating how it has been
described in previously published studies. In addition, as part of this review we have
evaluated what clinical methods have been used to diagnose these failures and use this
data to create a standardised diagnostic process.

With instability increasing as a cause of revision TKA, a clear understanding of the factors
contributing to instability and subsequent revision is imperative. Recent AOANJRR figures
consistently confirm that revision surgery not only reports higher rates of complication,
but also poses a greater risk for further Re-revision surgery. Such evidence highlights the
need to enhance our understanding of how to achieve the optimal outcome at the
primary procedure and reduce the patient’s risk of entering a descending spiral of
multiple surgeries.
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An assessment of an unstable knee has been recently described by Petrie and
Haidukewych37 and Cottino and others38. The use of clinical and radiological assessment
is considered in these papers to obtain the correct diagnosis. A combination of both
assessments is required to accurately confirm the diagnosis of instability and to exclude
other diagnoses, which may elicit a different treatment approach. In the present review
we assessed whether the published literature supported this recommendation and
considered how the results available could enhance our understanding of these
diagnostic issues in clinical practice.

Time to Failure
The AOANJRR data suggests that most TKA implants are expected to last more than 10
years. A well-functioning primary implant has an approximately 5% chance of failure by
10 years post-op32. The most common reasons for revision were loosening, infection
patellofemoral pain, pain and instability. Overall 2.7% of TKA’s implanted for OA will fail
by 3 years and 3.6% by 5 years 32. Therefore, despite the fact that failure rates are low of
the knees that fail many do so early. The AOANJRR is a powerful source of Australian
data, providing yearly cumulative percentage revision rates in consideration of various
factors, such as implant type.

The present review explored the international literature on knee instability to investigate
time to failure following primary TKA. Time to failure is an essential factor in our
understanding of an unstable knee, as patients with early knee failure are at greater risk
of higher complication rates and re-revision surgery prematurely in their surgical journey.

Patient Characteristics
Failure of primary knee arthroplasty has been more commonly reported in a younger
patient cohort of ≤ 75 years of age33. Patients over 75 years of age have a cumulative
failure rate of 2.9% at 10 years post op. This failure rate gets higher with diminishing age.
Patients aged 55 – 64 years old have a failure rate of 7.0% while patients younger than 55
years old at the time of primary surgery have a cumulative revision rate of 10.8% at 10
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years. This effect of age is summarised in Figure 13 below. A younger cohort is
consequently more likely to require further surgery over time, emphasising the need for
further investigation of specific modes of failure. Evidence on patient characteristics such
as age, gender and Body Mass Index (BMI) were investigated in this review to screen for
potential correlation between patient characteristics and instability failure.

Fig 13, Cumulative revision of primary TKA prosthesis by age of patient at time of surgery.
Reproduced with permission from the AOANJRR. Figure KT13, Page 199 2017 Annual
report.

Surgical Technique
Chang et al40 described that prevention of knee instability through the use of appropriate
prostheses and technique was paramount. Although current interest in the orthopaedic
community is focused on failures of specific implants, Chang et al40 emphasised the
importance of surgical technique and appropriate intraoperative gap balancing, over
implant use, when attempting to reduce risk of failure. Given current evidence, this
review considered literature on both surgical technique and implant type, to determine
their influence of knee instability and TKA failure.
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The aim of this review was to systematically assess the current evidence available
regarding knee instability after TKA to identify the patient, surgical and implant
characteristics of primary TKA patients revised for knee instability.
More specifically, the primary objectives were to consider literature that describes knee
instability as the primary cause of failure of primary TKA to determine:
1. time to failure between primary TKA and revision TKA;
2. patient characteristics, surgical technique or implant type used in patients revised
due to knee instability.
Secondary objectives were to identify the methods of diagnosis of Knee instability

Materials and Methods
The Cochrane Library and PROSPERO were screened for published protocols or reviews
related to the topic of interest, of which none were identified. Our review was then
registered online with PROSPERO (Registration Number CRD42015019898) to prevent
duplication of work by other centres. The review was performed on the basis of the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
guidelines41.

Search Strategy
We conducted a sensitive and comprehensive search for published and unpublished
studies relevant to the review question. Searches were restricted to studies published in
English within the past 10 years.
Orthopaedic implant companies regularly update and modify their implants as advances
in design and engineering lead to improvements in results and quality. Following an initial
screen of the literature it was apparent that older articles referred to knee implants no
longer in use in the current market. Furthermore, surgical techniques have developed
significantly over the last 10 years compared to previous methods. As a result, it was
essential to impose a search date limit so articles identified and reviewed would be
relevant to current clinical practice.
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Before developing the final search strategy, a preliminary scoping search of Ovid Medline
was conducted to identify relevant Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and a wide range of
synonymous text-words. A detailed, sensitive search strategy was then developed in this
database before accurate translation for other databases. These databases were:
PubMed; Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Central Register of Controlled Trials,
EMBASE (OvidSP), CINAHL, Scopus, and Web of Science. A database search strategy is
available in Table 2 below.
A simplified version of the database search strategy was used to find unpublished (‘grey’)
literature. This search included web search engines Google (Advanced) and Google
Scholar (Advanced), clinical trial registries, major theses catalogues, grey literature
repositories (e.g. Open-Grey), and the websites of significant conferences and
organisations. The candidate endeavoured to contact authors wherever additional data
or clarification was required.
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Ovid MEDLINE Search Strategy
MeSH Terms
Arthroplasty, Replacement, Knee/
Knee prosthesis/
Causality/ or Precipitating factors/ or Risk factors/
Joint instability/
(Knee joint/ or Knee/) and Arthroplasty/
Free Text Terms
(TKA? or TKR?).tw.
(Knee* adj4 (replacement* or arthroplast* or prosthe*)).tw.
(Stable or stabili* or instabili* or unstable or destabili* or constrain* or balanc* or
imbalanc* or unbalanc*).tw.
(Aetiology or Adverse effects).fs.
(Causalit* or causati* or cause* or ?etiolog* or risk* or precipitat* or predispos* or
multifactor* or multi-factor*).tw
/ MeSH/Subheading combination; * Search Term Truncation

Table 2 Search Strategy summary

Eligibility/Selection Criteria
Systematic search results were merged in the reference management software program,
EndNote, and duplicate articles removed. Titles and abstracts were screened for eligibility
based on the inclusion and exclusion selection criteria by a single author [CW]. Full-text
articles were then retrieved for titles and abstracts that were deemed relevant, or where
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eligibility was unclear. Eligibility of the full-text articles was reviewed by two authors
independently [CW, AT], and any disagreement between authors was further deliberated
until consensus was reached. Articles were selected in accordance with the following
inclusion criteria: (1) Any articles referring to instability in post-operative primary TKA
patients; (2) Articles reporting on revision TKA due to instability; (3) Articles published or
available between 2005 to 30th March 2015.
Articles were excluded in accordance with the following exclusion criteria: (1) The term
‘instability’ was identified by review authors to define other pathologies such as aseptic
implant loosening or loosening/dislocation failure of mobile bearing knees; (2) Articles
reported on atypical knee implants (i.e. Unicompartmental or Partial Knee Arthroplasty);
(3) Articles described historical implants no longer in use in Australia or globally; (4)
Articles which refer to revision of components previously revised; (5) No data relevant to
knee instability as a cause of revision in title or abstract.

Critical Appraisal
The Methodological Index for Non-Randomised Studies (MINORS) instrument was used to
assess the methodological quality and risk of bias of non-randomised surgical studies
included in the review. MINORS is a validated, 12 – item critical appraisal tool for
assessment of quality of comparative or non-comparative non-randomised surgical
studies42. Items are scored as 0 (not reported), 1 (reported but inadequate) and 2
(reported and adequate), with an ideal score of 16 for non-comparative and 24 for
comparative studies42. Case reports were not critically appraised.
Data Extraction
Two authors [CW, AT] independently extracted the data from all eligible articles. Data
extraction was piloted on 3 articles before use independently. Data extracted included
age, gender, BMI, primary implant design and surgical technique, time to revision,
revision type and prosthesis, diagnostic testing for instability, cause for instability
(traumatic or non-traumatic), instability type (chronic or acute) and reported dislocation.
Disparities in data extraction were discussed, reviewed and resolved.
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Data Analysis
Quantitative data for continuous variables including time to failure and age were pooled
in a statistical meta-analysis using the Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (Version 3.3.070).
Effect sizes were expressed as weighted mean differences with 95% confidence intervals,
and a random effects model was used. As included studies reported mean time to
revision with the variance measure of range, ranges were converted to standard
deviations to allow for meta-analysis calculation, using, “Standard Deviation Estimator”
implemented in PASS 14 Power Analysis and Sample Size Software (2015. Dichotomous
data was analyzed descriptively using percentages and ratio.

Results
Systematic Search
The database and grey literature searches identified a total of 1841 unique articles.
Following initial abstract screening, 252 articles were retrieved for full-text assessment,
of which 42 met the selection criteria. A number of included articles did not report
sufficient information relevant to the primary objective of this review. As such,
corresponding authors or institutions of 25 selected articles were attempted to be
contacted for further data. Despite efforts, the authors of three articles were
uncontactable. Data was deemed unattainable if a response was not received within 6
weeks following initial contact. All authors were contacted 2 times to try and obtain this
additional data. Eventually 17 articles were consequently withdrawn due to a lack of
author response. A total of 22 articles were included in the qualitative synthesis, a
breakdown of article selection can be found in Fig. 14 below.
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Figure 14. PRISMA Flow Diagram summarising process for Article Selection
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A description of the characteristics of included studies is also provided in table 3 below.
First Author,
Study Design Number of Age
Gender Time to
Primary
Year
knees
(Yrs.)
(M: F)
Revision TKA
revised for (min –
(Months) Implant
instability max)
(min –
Design
max)
(CR : PS)
Schwab, J. H.,
200543
Scott, R. D.,
200544
Firestone, T.
P.,
200645
Girard J.,
200946
Raab, G. E.,
200947

Unnanuntana,
A.,
201048
Villanueva,
M.,
201049
Arnout, N.,
201150
Hosaka, K.,
201151
Koskinen, E.,
201152
Mayle, R. E.,
201253
Bieger, R.,
201354
Kasahara, Y.,
201355
Tay, K. S.,
201356
Van Kempen,
R. W.,
201357
Abdel, M. P.,

RCS

10

67 (51
– 79)

8:2

27 (8 –
59)

0 : 10

PCS

6

NR

NR

NR

6 : 10

RCS

109

64 (39
– 86)

57 : 48

38.4 (8 –
60)

81 : 28

RCS

2

NR

NR

16.5 (15 –
0:2
18)

20 : 20

NR

NR

0:1

21

1:0

43.6 (6 –
120)

5:1

NR

NR

61.8
(40 –
86)

Retrospective
Comparative
Study

42

Case Report

1

47

RCS

6

68.7
(65 – 1 : 5
73)

Case Reports

4

RCS

2

RCS

10

RCS

1

NR

0:1

16

NR

RCS

13

67 (55
– 79)

3 : 10

43 (4 –
82)

NR

Retrospective
Comparative
Study

13

76 (60
– 89)

1 : 12

91 (4 –
240)

NR

RCS

3

NR

NR

41.1

NR

11 : 12

NR

NR

27 : 33

NR

41 : 19

PCS

23

RCS

60

(53 –
73)
78 (73
– 83)
70 (57
– 87)

66.1
(45.4 –
86.4)
65 (43

0:4
0:2
0 : 10

31.2 (2.4
NR
– 60)
51.6 (12 –
10 : 0
156)
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201458
Hamilton, D.
F.,
201459
Kannan, A.,
201460
Song, I. S.,
201461
Flierl, M. A.,
201462
DePuy
Synthes,
201463
Springer, B.
D.,
201564

Prospective
CCS

25

RCS

37

RCS

24

Case Report

1

Case Reports

4

Case Report

1

– 82)
70.3
(49 –
85)
62 (40
– 82)
71 (52
– 85)

11 : 14

52.8 (36 –
24 : 1
84)

13 : 24

NR

4 : 18

82.5 (14 –
14 : 10
228)

NR

0:1

3

1:0

76.3
(64 –
89)

1:0

64.5 (6 –
168)

1:1

1:3

24

0:1

62

24 : 13

NR = Not reported; TKA = Total Knee Arthroplasty; PS = Posterior Stabilised; CR = Cruciate
Retaining
Study Designs: RCS: Retrospective Case Series; PCS: Prospective Case Series; CCS: Case
Control Study;

Table 3: Characteristics of Included Studies

Study Quality
All studies were assessed for quality; however, there was no quality restrictions imposed
for inclusion in the review. The majority of the 22 articles included were of a case series
study design (15) and a retrospective nature (19). Further study designs included a single
case-control study (1), retrospective comparative studies (2) and case reports (4). The
MINORS mean score for study quality was low at 9.11 (range, 6 – 18).

Time to Failure
Time to failure between primary TKA and revision TKA was described in 16 of the 22
included articles, of which reported on a total of 374 knees revised for instability. Of
these 16 articles, 5 were unable to be included in the meta-analysis as 4 were case
reports and 1 did not report a time to failure range. The remaining 11 articles reported on
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a total of 218 knees and demonstrated a weighted mean time to failure of 44.7 months
(95% CI [33.8, 55.7]) (Table 4).

Patient Characteristics
Of the 22 articles included, 19 reported a gender distribution, with approximately 16.4%
more females revised for instability than males (Table 4). It must be noted some articles
reported the number of knees revised for instability and the gender distribution, without
specifying the gender of bilateral patients, causing a discrepancy between total the
number of knees and total number of males and females reported in this review.
A total of 88 revised knees revised for instability reported BMI, with only 1 patient
identified with a BMI ≥ 40. The mean age at time of revision surgery was reported in 16 of
22 included articles. Of these 16, 2 were unable to be included in the meta-analysis as
they were of a case report study design. The remaining 14 articles reported on a total of
378 knees and demonstrated a mean age of 67.6 years at time of revision surgery (95% CI
[65.38, 69.75]) (Table4).

Table 4. Time to Failure and Characteristics of patients revised for Instability
Units

Results

Weighted Mean
95% CI

44.7 months
95% CI [33.8, 55.7]

Gender (n k=386; n a= 19)

M:F

158 : 220

BMI (n k=88; n a=5)

BMI < 40 : ≥ 40

87 : 1

Age at Time of Revision Surgery

Weighted Mean
95% CI

67.6 years

Time to Failure (n k= 218; n a= 11)

(n k=378; n a=14)

95% CI [65.38, 69.75]

n = number of knees revised for instability reported for each parameter
k
n = number of articles that reported the parameter
a
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Surgical Technique and Implant Type
Primary TKA
Osteoarthritis was the principle indication leading to primary TKA in patients that later
required revision for instability. The conventional surgical technique was the main
technique employed for the primary TKA, however this was only reported in 4 of the
included articles (15 knees). None of the included articles provided specific data
regarding the effect of CAS or PSI surgery.
In comparison to the Posterior Stabilized (PS) implant design; the Cruciate Retaining (CR)
implant was used 70.7% of the primary TKA procedures that were subsequently revised
for instability (Table 5). However, this may just reflect the fact that CR knees are more
commonly used in primary surgery.

Revision TKA
A total of 10 articles reported the type of revision, with the majority of patients requiring
a total revision (77.4%), that being revision of both the femoral and tibial components. A
constrained or semi-constrained revision prosthesis was more commonly used in patients
revised for instability, in comparison to unconstrained (Table 5)
Knee Instability: Diagnosis, Cause and Type
Of the 22 included articles, 15 reported the diagnostic approach used to determine
instability. The majority of articles (12) used a combination of both radiographic and
clinical testing, while 3 only used clinical assessment. A number of articles (6) also
reported the cause of instability, with 9 categorized as traumatic and 58 non-traumatic,
reported in a total of 67 revised knees. Authors also categorized the type of instability as
either chronic or acute. A mere 3 articles reported the type of instability, with 23 chronic
and 3 acute cases identified. A total of 5 articles (51 knees) reported on dislocation rates.
A dislocation was reported in 12 of the 51 knees revised for instability (23.5%). It is not
clear from the different accounts if these are due to subluxation, PS post ‘jump’ or true
dislocation of the knee prosthesis.
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Table 5. Characteristics of Surgical Technique and Implant
Primary TKA

N

Indication for Primary TKA

Osteoarthritis

118

(n k =120; n a= 8)

Rheumatoid Arthritis

2

Surgical Technique

Conventional

14

(n k =15; n a=4)

Minimal Invasive Surgery

1

Implant Design

Posterior Stabilized

86

(n k =294; n a=14)

Cruciate Retaining

208

Revision TKA

N

(%)

Type of Revision

Complete Revision (T+F)

106

(77.4)

(n k =137; n a=10)

Femoral Only

6

(4.4)

Tibial Only

4

(3.8)

PE Insert Only

18

(13.1)

Femoral and PE Insert

1

(0.7)

Patella and PE Insert

2

(1.5)

Revision Prosthesis

Constrained

35

(35.0)

(n k =100; n a=7)

Semi – Constrained

44

(44.0)

Standard/Unconstrained

21

(21.0)

N = number; PE = Polyethylene
n = number of knees revised for instability reported for each parameter
k
n = number of articles that reported the parameter
a

Discussion
The aim of this review was to systematically assess the current evidence available
regarding knee instability after TKA to identify time to failure between primary and
revision TKA. In addition, we considered the patient characteristics, surgical technique
and implant type used in patients revised due to knee instability.
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Not only has instability been identified as cause of revision knee arthroplasty but also a
cause for early revision after primary TKA surgery. Our findings of the relevant literature
identified that on average, patients underwent revision for instability at 44.7 months
(95% CI [33.8, 55.7]) following primary TKA. With 95% of primary knees surviving for
more than 10 years in Australia65, patients and surgeons expect greater longevity from
TKA surgery than ever before. Our results highlight that current evidence reports knee
instability as a cause of early failure and subsequent revision knee surgery. Early revision
has shown the potential to instigate a downward spiral for the patient. The cumulative
risk re-revision surgery for all revisions of a known primary knee is 17.4% over the
following 5 years66, demonstrating the grave clinical implications of an unstable knee.
Patient Characteristics: Age, BMI and Gender
In regard to gender distribution, females demonstrated a slightly higher incidence of
revision compared to males. This finding is consistent with AOANJRR figures, which report
greater revision rates for females across all causes67, and is consistent with our local
clinical experience where females more commonly require early revision for instability.
Average age at primary TKA was low, with patients undergoing the procedure in their
mid-sixties. This result is consistent with Australian national data, which suggests revision
rates are higher in patients who are less than 75 years of age when the primary knee
surgery was performed33.
Finally, our data suggests that BMI was not a relevant patient characteristic with regards
to revision, however this was reported in a very few numbers of articles and inferences
cannot be concluded.
Surgical Technique and Primary Implant Design
Of the 4 studies commenting on surgical technique only one study was performed using a
MIS technique, while all other revised knees were performed using conventional
instruments. Of the two implant designs, the majority of revised knees had received a CR
design, however, this may simply be due to greater use of this implant type. When
reviewing the 10 most common knee implants used in Australia in 2014, 76% were CR
designs while 24% were PS68. In the majority (77.4%) of cases reported a total revision of
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all original components was performed. A variety of minor revisions were reported with
exchange of, for example, just the polyethylene inserts of the femoral component.

In our clinical practice the use of polyethylene exchange is common as surgeons are
concerned about the need for further revisions, especially in our younger patients. This
practice is supported by AOANJRR results that suggest the when we look at revision of
patients who’s known primary surgery was for OA and subsequently have a 1 st revision
TKA surgery < 5 years post op have a much higher risk of re-revision surgery ay 5 years
post revision (17.7%)
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. However, patients in this diagnostic group who undergo their

first revision 5 years or more after primary TKA surgery have a re-revision rate of only
8.9% at 5 years
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. Patients who undergo their first revision at less than 5 years post

primary and have a minor revision surgery have lower re revision rates compared to
Major or Major partial TKA revisions 70. As most revisions for knee instability occur in the
first 5 years, a more conservative approach may be more supported given the greater
risks of re-revision.
Diagnostic Approach for TKA Instability
A combination of clinical assessment and radiological assessments were most commonly
used to diagnose instability, highlighting adherence to recommended practice 29,34. The
most important diagnostic factor is always the clinical history. Patients with symptomatic
instability, particularly in flexion, report a common series of symptoms including a feeling
of insecurity in the knee without frank giving way, difficulty with stairs, recurrent knee
swelling and anterior knee pain39.

Conclusions
The published literature on TKA failure due to instability following primary TKA surgery
concludes that most patients fail early (< 4 years post op) and have high rates of
subsequent revision knee surgery. In addition, these revisions were frequently reported
in a younger patient cohort and most commonly in female patients. Furthermore, this
pattern of early revision surgery at a younger age also leads to a high rate of re-revision
surgery highlighting the grave implications of an unstable knee
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In response to these conclusions we designed a local revision registry to accurately record
our reasons for revision and analysis the previous primary TKA surgery performed in
patients who required revision. Data collection and analysis was also performed on
patient characteristics to attempt to identify any factors that could be addressed to
reduce the risk of TKA failure for our patients in the future. In addition, we designed a
standardised diagnostic algorithm to improve our diagnostic accuracy of the failing knee
and potentially reduce the rate of re-revision surgery for our patients in the future. These
issues are discussed fully in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Chapter Three: Clinical Diagnosis of
Instability in TKA:
Design and evaluation of a new diagnostic Algorithm for the
diagnosis of the unstable total knee Arthroplasty

This Chapter Contains Material from:
Visvanathan A, Jackman E Krishnan J & Wilson CJ.
Design, Construction & Early Results of a Formal Local Revision Knee Arthroplasty Registry
The Journal of Knee Surgery March 2020.

Introduction
Background
Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) surgeries as previously described are primarily done to
improve knee function and to achieve pain relief.72 However loosening, infection, persistent
pain and instability are significant factors that contribute to reduced patient satisfaction and
a slower return to normal daily functional activities.72,73,74,75, 77,78 As shown in Chapter 1
revision knee arthroplasty is commonly performed in the first 5 years after the Primary
procedure and the risks of Re-Revision are significant. The key factor that determines
whether a surgery is successful in obtaining a satisfactory outcome is an accurate pre-op
diagnosis and using this to prepare a definitive management plan or plans prior to
performing the patient’s surgery 79. Conservative Revision surgery can be performed where
possible, to reduce patient’s complications and financial cost. Loosening, instability,
infection and pain are common reasons for revision surgery 80. In addition, postoperative
stiffness has been found to be a relatively common complication following TKA, with an
estimated occurrence up to 20% being reported in the literature, 76 with most studies
reporting an average occurrence of 1.3% to 11% .79 In 2017 AOA Registry figures however,
stiffness only accounts for 3.5% of revisions80.
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The accepted options for improving postoperative stiffness in TKA surgeries are
manipulation under anaesthesia (MUA), arthroscopic arthrolysis, surgical debridement, and
revision arthroplasty.72, 76 MUA, otherwise known as examination under anaesthesia (EUA),
has often been suggested as the first step in managing postoperative stiffness, 77 however
there has been debate as to the timing of this intervention and the subsequent
effectiveness of this procedure in improving ROM at the knee.72 Furthermore, recent studies
have suggested an associated between MUA and the risk of requiring further revision 72. In
our department we try to avoid using MUA as an intervention and instead aim to establish
the cause of the patient’s pain or stiffness before proceeding to surgical intervention.
Currently, there is no standardised guideline to help assist a clinician in determining
whether a patient should undergo TKA revision surgery, with most decisions based on a
clinician’s experience and clinical judgement. In our systematic review in Chapter 2 only 12
articles in the published literature commented on using a combination of clinical assessment
and radiological assessment to diagnose instability.81 There was however a lack of objective
results in these papers that could be used by meta-analysis to draw any firm conclusions on
how to standardise the diagnostic pathway.

Aims: Indications for a Standardised Pathway
The use of a standardised pathway may reduce misdiagnosis of the reason for a patient's
symptomatic TKA. In our experience MUA procedures are uncommon due to the
complications and poor clinical outcomes summarised above. However, the MUA procedure
was adapted to an atraumatic technique designed to diagnose the reason for failure rather
than to try and treat it. For simplicity we have described it as EUA (Examination under
Anaesthetic) not as manipulation.

The aim of this study was to design, implement and evaluate our own diagnostic algorithm
for the diagnosis of instability and other causes that lead to failure and subsequent revision
surgery. This aims to bridge the gap found in our systematic review of diagnostic methods to
combine Clinical Assessment, Serology, Dynamic Radiological Assessment, Microbiology and
Intrinsic pain testing (Injection) in one standardised pathway for all patients. By improving
the accuracy of diagnosing these problems we aim to improve the outcomes of Revision TKA
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surgery. Patients who do not require further surgery could be identified sparing them the
risks associated with what can become a very complex surgical intervention.

Methods

Design of a Standardised Pathway
After review of the studies selected in Chapter 2, our historic AOA registry results and
discussion with our consultant team we began working on the design of a diagnostic
algorithm. The main aim was to produce a reliable and reproducible system where the
reason for TKA failure can be diagnosed. The second aim was to exclude all patients with
extrinsic pain e.g. referred pain from the Lumbar Spine. From our literature review in
Chapter 2 previous studies have shown poor correlation with knee aspiration results and the
diagnosis of infection or instability.82,83
Chatoo et al reported the success of a thorough assessment of the spine and hip with
diagnostic injections in these areas to exclude intrinsic pathology. They suggested the use of
diagnostic knee injections to aid the diagnostic process but did not report or reference using
this technique in their paper.84 From our systematic review and review of the available
literature this technique has not been described. The decision was therefore made to add
an intra-articular ‘Intrinsic knee injection ‘to the diagnostic algorithm to evaluate if this
assisted in the exclusion of extrinsic sources of pain. Clinical assessment may also have a
low level of diagnostic accuracy, Simpson et al suggested finding quantifiable
methods for defining instability clinically for mid-flexion instability but did not report
intra-operative assessment of instability.85 The use of fluoroscopy in theatre to assess
knee instability has been previously described by multiple authors in our systematic review.
Hirshmann et al describe a validated process where the knee is measured in flexion and
extension under varus and valgus stress. The describe separation of more than 5mm as
pathological. This was therefore adopted in our diagnostic algorithm.86

Using the information from our review in Chapter 2, the decision was made to design a
diagnostic method that could use and allow the combination and evaluation of these
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multiple diagnostic tools to provide as much information as possible, and assist the surgeon
in planning most appropriate approach for the patient’s surgery. Finally, the pathway had to
structured be as efficient as possible for the patient and allow unnecessary scans and tests
to be avoided. The pathway involving clinical examination, blood tests, dynamic fluoroscopy
with Examination under Anaesthetic (EUA), knee aspiration and Intrinsic Knee Injection is
summarised in Figure 15 below.

Evaluation of the Standardised Diagnostic Pathway
In this study, we examined the medical records of 45 patients who had undergone EUA’s at
a single hospital centre for post-operative complications following a primary TKA. All
procedures were performed by the senior author between April 2014 and March 2016
inclusive. The patients had all been clinically evaluated using our standard diagnostic
algorithm and their data recorded in our Local Revision Register described in Chapter 3.
Ethical approval for our analysis was first obtained from the South Adelaide Human
Research Ethics committee (SAC HREC EC00188). Approval was granted for application
number OFR # 434.15 prior to collection or analysis of patient data. Patients were identified
from our electronic patient healthcare records system (EPAS) that had undergone our
assessment protocol for a potentially failed TKA, and who met the inclusion criteria of
having a primary TKA in situ which was being considered for some form of revision surgery.
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Patient Suspected
of Failing Total
Knee Arthroplasty

Clinical Assessment and
Examination by Experience
Arthroplasty Surgeon

Routine Bloods for FBC, ESR and
CRP. Routine AP and Lateral
Radio-graphs

Examination under
Anaesthetic with assessment
of stability, Aseptic Knee
aspiration and Diagnostic
injection

Review of Results at
Arthroplasty meeting with
senior consultant team

Conservative
Management if no
surgery required

Management for
Extrinsic Pathology

Revision Surgery once
accurate diagnosis confirmed

Figure 15, Diagnostic Algorithm for the potentially failing knee arthroplasty
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Process of Diagnostic Pathway
All patients were reviewed by an experienced revision arthroplasty surgeon and had routine
history and clinical examination. As part of the standardised work-up for each patient, blood
tests were done to examine a patient's haemoglobin levels, white cell count, absolute
neutrophil count, C-reactive protein levels, and erythrocyte sedimentation rate. The results
of these blood tests were recorded. In addition, routine knee radiographs were taken to
look for implant wear or loosening. Two revision arthroplasty specialists were present at the
review clinic and cases were discussed as required. Where possible Nuclear isotope bone
scanning was not routinely used unless specifically indicated to reduce the radiation dose to
our patients as in our clinical experience as we have had had issues with equivocal results in
the past. However, in cases where the specialists felt the investigation would assist in
answering a specific question they were also used.

Patients were then booked for an EUA assessment where the patient undergoes Dynamic
Fluoroscopic assessment. This allows the surgeon to feel, quantify and record for the record
and instability of the prosthetic joint. The EUA parameters reviewed included
anteroposterior (AP) movement of the knee joint, the degree of Varus and Valgus instability,
synovial fluid aspirate for bacterial culture, synovial fluid cell count and Intrinsic knee
injection. Five standardised fluoroscopic radiographs are taken and these are also saved in
the patient’s record on our electronic radiology system (PACS). One x-ray is taken in the
neutral position like a standard AP radiograph. In 20 degrees of flexion the films are taken
with a Varus then a Valgus stress to assess the stability of the extension gap of the knee.
Varus and Valgus stress radiographs are then taken in 90 degrees of flexion to assess the
flexion gap. Stress opening of more than 5 mm was considered pathological and less than 5
mm considered within normal physiological limits. The anterior and posterior drawer tests
are performed with the knee in 90 degrees of flexion. An example of an EUA fluoroscopic
image is shown in Figure 16 below. Again, more than 5mm of drawer was considered
pathological and less than 5 mm within normal limits. The knee is then extended and, under
aseptic technique, is aspirated and any fluid sent for microbiological culture and a cell count.
Finally, for a diagnostic test of intrinsic knee pain 10 mls of 0.75% Naroprim local
anaesthetic is injected into the knee. After the procedure the patient is mobilised and asked
if they feel any difference in their pain. A significant improvement in pain is required for a
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positive result of intrinsic knee pain. For each case the results of EUA and blood tests were
then discussed within the senior consultants at our weekly arthroplasty planning meeting.
Once agreement was reached a suitable diagnosis was recorded for each patient, as well as
whether a revision surgery was indicated, the surgical plan and potential implant options
noted. The patients in both our Public and Private theatres all went through the same
process and were then booked when appropriate for Revision Arthroplasty Knee surgery
with two experience specialists present. All the patients included in the study had a followup clinic where the results were discussed and the patient was offered either revision
surgery or conservative management, as per the consensus reached during the senior
consultant meetings. The results were recorded and summarised using an Excel
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spreadsheet. The data was analysed using Wilcoxon ranksum, Fisher’s exact tests and
logistic regression models. Correlations were drawn between EUA findings and the eventual
need for revision surgery. Other parameters evaluated included patients Age, Gender and
BMI and also basic blood tests and cell counts in fluid aspirated from the knee joint. The
study design and methodology was constructed using the STROBE guidelines to simplify the
structure and enhance the clarity of how the results are presented.87

Figure 16, EUA stress fluoroscopy showing abnormal joint opening > 5mm with Valgus then
Varus stress in the extension gap.
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Statistical methods
The primary outcome was whether a revision had occurred or not. Differences in sample
attributes in table 6 were analysed by t-tests, Wilcoxon ranksum or chi-squared tests as
appropriate. Differences in proportions in revision according to AP, varus or valgus status in
table 7 were assessed using Fisher’s exact test. The cumulative incidence of revision by
cause was modelled for our data and visually compared to that in the AOA national joint
registry Logistic regression was used to simultaneously assess the effect of these predictors
on revision status.

The Hosmer-Lemeshow statistics revealed no evidence of model

violation. Results are presented as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals. A pvalue of less than 0.05 (two-tailed) was considered to be statistically significant. All analyses
were performed using Stata 14.2 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas) The Data for our
cumulative revision surgery rates and indications for revision surgery were taken from an Ad
Hoc report requested for the AOA National joint registry.88

Results
Patients Demographics
Results were available for 45 patients in total, which was a complete data set for the study
period. With respect to our EUA findings there was no significant difference in the values for
Haemoglobin, White cell count or Aspirate cell count for whether patients proceeded to
revision surgery or not. The demographics of these patients are summarised in table 6
below. There was no significant difference in gender, age or BMI between patients who did
or did not have varus instability on EUA. For simplicity we have reviewed these figures
against Varus Instability as this finding had the strongest association with whether the
patient proceeded to revision surgery.

Stable Varus

Unstable Varus

P-value for difference

Female Gender n (%)

10(62.5)

12(41.4)

0.18

Age (years), mean(sd)

72.8(8.2)

70.8(10.7)

0.51

BMI (kg/m2) mean(sd)

30.4(7.1)

31.5(3.9)

0.57

Table 6, Demographic results for all patients evaluated.
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There was an even spread in the percentage of revision between both males and females
which is an interesting finding as Primary knee arthroplasty is much more common in
females.88 There was little variation in the BMI or relative risk of revision surgery between
either gender.

Comparison Between Local and National Registry figures

When analysing our local revision registry figures and ad-hoc report was obtained from the
AOANJRR. The results of this report suggested the indications for revision surgery in our
centre have not historically been unusual compared with national figures. This is
summarised in Figure 17 below. 86 However as discussed in Chapter 4 when the AOA registry
data is broken down in more detail there were historically high rates of revision TKA surgery
for ‘Pain ’and ‘Patello-femoral Pain’ in our department compared to national figures.
Instability is the 4th Most common reason for revision TKA surgery in our historical figures
with a slightly higher cumulative incidence compared to the results for other hospitals. 86

Repatriation General Hospital
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Loosening/Lysis
Infection
Patellofemoral Pain
Pain
Instability
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1.0%
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Figure 17: Cumulative of Incidence Revision Total Knee Arthroplasty by Diagnosis.
Reproduced from AOANJRR Ad Hoc report 1667.

Analysis of Blood Parameters
Analysis of the Red Cell count and White cell count of knee joint aspirate showed no
significant difference between patients who eventually underwent revision surgery. The
mean blood CRP value for patients who underwent revision surgery was lower at 3.2 vs 7.1
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in patients treated surgically. This may be of clinical relevance but the difference was not
statistically significant (p=0.33). A similar pattern was shown with ESR with patients who
underwent revision had a lower value of 11.1 while those treated conservatively y had a
higher value of 21.5. This difference was again not statistically significant (p=0.08). It is
possible with respect to ESR inflammatory markers the lack of significance is a type 2 error
due to the small sample size.

Joint Aspirate Cell counts
Attempt to analyse the effect of cell counts and whether revision was eventually required
Were unhelpful in this series. When comparing groups 11/22 patients who did not require
revision TKR surgery had a normal / low White Cell Count (WCC) while 11/22 were raised.
There was no significance in the correlation with Aspirate WCC and eventual revision
surgery (p>0.302). When comparing Red Blood Cell (RBC) counts on aspirate 8/22 patients
who did not require revision TKA surgery had a negative RBC count while 14/22 were
significantly raised (p>0.436)

Dynamic Radiological Assessment
With regards radiological instability there was a more dramatic difference between patients
who proceeded to revision surgery. Instability in either Anterio-posterior (AP), Varus or
Valgus was associated with a higher incidence of revision surgery. This was statistically
significant for all 3 groups in chi-squared analysis (table 7).

Parameter

Revision No

Revision Yes

P-value for
difference

AP Stable†

18/22

2/22

<0.001

Varus Stable

15/22

1/22

<0.001

Valgus Stable

17/22

9/22

0.016

† The AP status was not recorded 2 subjects.
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Table 7, The relationship between radiological findings and whether revision surgery was
performed.

When AP, varus and valgus status were entered into a logistic regression model with
revision as the outcome only varus status remained significant OR = 20.0 (95%CI 1.48,
275.4), p = 0.024 that is, those with positive varus status were approximately 20 times more
like to undergo a revision. The effect of varus status on revision was also independent of
age and gender in a separate logistic regression, OR = 49.9 (95%CI 5.3, 469.2), p=0.001.

Discussion
This study was designed as part of our process to improve patient outcomes and increase
quality control. We have moved from a traditional model of individual treating surgeons to a
team-based approach. It is hoped that this will lead to improvements in our patient’s
outcomes not only in the unstable TKA but also in all modes of implant failure. The results of
this study summarise the EUA findings for the first 3 years of this standardised process to
evaluate what factors we should focus on with regards to predicting which patients are
likely to require revision knee arthroplasty surgery and which patients should be spared the
potential complications of invasive surgery.

On review of our figures synovial aspirate cell counts have not revealed an association with
whether a patient requires revision surgery or not. Inflammatory markers do not show a
strong association, patients who do progress to surgery have on average a lower count on
either CRP or ESR. As a result of these findings we have evolved our algorithm after
consultation with our dedicated Infectious Diseases (ID) team. Joint fluid aspirates were sent
for culture, which they suggested may have under diagnosed prosthetic infections. This
factor is discussed in more detail in a separate study. After consultation with our ID team
the EUA technique was modified to include Arthroscopy. All patients now have 5 deep tissue
biopsies taken for prolonged culture and one for Histopathology in addition to the usual
joint aspiration. Our ID team perform prolonged cultures on the deep tissue obtained in the
hope of reducing our false negatives for prosthetic infection and detecting atypical
organisms, which may be slower to culture and therefore could be missed in routine
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analysis. Arthroscopic assessment allows the surgeon to assess the implant visually and look
for any potential abnormalities. Figure 18 below shows examples of the views obtained and
synovial biopsies being undertaken. The surgeon and look for signs of purulence of synovitis.
Beep tissue biopsies are safe and easy through this technique. As part of a separate study
patients will also have joint aspirates tested with Synovasure™ Alpha Defensin screening
technology (Zimmer Australia) a biomarker produced by white blood cells that is specific to
chronic implant infection.

Figure 18 Arthroscopic views of the knee during EUA showing clockwise synovitis associated
with polyethylene wear, femoral and tibial implants & biopsy of deep tissue / knee synovium

Our results suggest that Instability findings on Fluoroscopic screening have been the most
reliable indicator of the need for Revision surgery by far. Patients who fail due to instability
tend to fail early after their primary TKA surgery.87 This finding is therefore very useful in
improving the effectiveness of our diagnostic process.
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As part of our ongoing process as described in Chapter 4 all patients results were added to
our local revision hip and knee registry to help evaluate the effects of our diagnostic
pathway and provide ongoing monitoring of the reasons for revision and the type of surgery
performed. Historical results had shown that pain had been a common indication for
revision surgery in the past while our current algorithm had reduced this indication from to
36.7% to 13.9% of cases.87 Stiffness was also an uncommon indication for revision surgery at
only 2.8%. The commonest indication for revision in our Revision registry was instability at
33.3% and 13.9% patients underwent revision for prosthetic infection. In addition, this
registry has shown that 47% of our patients undergo ‘Minor Revisions’ with lower
complication rates and less financial expense to the hospital. AOANJRR figures also suggest
that these patients who undergo less invasive revision surgery are at a lower risk of rerevision surgery in the first 5 years compared with Total TKA revisions.87
This study has limitations. The sample was chosen as a convenience sample of all
presentations at the Repatriation General Hospital between April 2014 and March 2016 and
may not be representative of the larger community. The sample size was small, so nonsignificant associations may be Type 2 errors.

Conclusions
Our results confirm it is possible to set up a standardised diagnostic and management
pathway for Revision TKA surgery. Patient’s diagnosis is evaluated and confirmed by a
revision team instead of by one surgeon. Diagnostic parameters of aspirate counts and
inflammatory markers can be unpredictable while radiological examination for varus
instability is much more reliable. As a result of the results described above our algorithm has
been enhanced to include routine arthroscopy and deep tissue samples. The management
of infections is now discussed at monthly meetings with our dedicated ID team to improve
the quality and co-ordination of antibiotic management.

The combination of this rigorous approach with ongoing review of our results in a local
revision knee arthroplasty has led to lower rates of revision surgery for pain. Our diagnostic
pathway will hopefully lead to enhanced accuracy of diagnosis for our patients and
potentially reduced rates of re-revision for our patients ongoing.
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Chapter Four: Design & construction of a
formal local revision knee arthroplasty
registry
This Chapter Contains Material from:
Visvanathan A, Jackman E Krishnan J & Wilson CJ.
Design, Construction & Early Results of a Formal Local Revision Knee Arthroplasty Registry
The Journal of Knee Surgery March 2020.

Introduction
Background

The Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR)
maintains a record of joint replacements and revisions, providing an unsurpassed resource
for orthopaedic surgeons.89 This system was first established in 1999 following the success
of the Swedish National Joint Registry.89 These primary registries have been highly
applauded for identification of high risk surgical implants and methods to improve patient
outcomes. They are also a very powerful research tool.

Originally the AOANJRR collected data on the outcomes of primary arthroplasty procedures.
Since 2014 it has reported results on revision arthroplasty procedures with a focus on lower
limb arthroplasty at a national level. However, revision arthroplasty surgery is very
heterogeneous and therefore data collected is more complicated with more surgical and
implant variety compared with primary surgery. It is a nationwide registry and assessing the
exact type of revision surgery performed at a specific hospital, implants used, site and the
cohort of patients that it treats is difficult. However, in revision surgery these details are
important. The Registry provides specific analysis on request but the large variation in detail
with revision surgery makes some analysis challenging.90 As part of the development and
improvement of our local data collection our department decided to design and develop a
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locally based registry focus on the work of our own hospital. As part of this thesis the
registry was planned and the steps put in place to collect, store and analyse the necessary
data.

Potential Benefits
When developing a new registry, a clear goal needs to be defined as to its purpose and an
assessment of it appropriate to achieve this purpose.93 The development of a local revision
lower limb registry aims to create a valuable resource to the Department of Orthopaedic
Surgery as a tool for improved data collection. The level of detail that is recorded locally is
much higher than can be achieved nationally and may potentially help to identify factors
that may predict patients at high-risk of revision in the future, ultimately optimizing patient
outcome.90,91,92 In our centre as per standard care, the collection of devices, surgical and
demographic patient data is performed, however compiling this information and
maintaining a formal register of revisions had not been previously established. The
importance of understanding any confounding or predictive factors of device revision may
aid in identifying high-risk patients. In this thesis we describe the registry process in
Chapters 4 and evaluated our outcomes in Chapter 5. The evaluation of these results aims to
prove that the use if our local registry will improve the quality of our service in the long
term. In addition, this data can be compared with national data and trends.

Validity

To be useful in scientific research a registry has to be both Valid and accurate. The AOANJRR
reports are edited by a highly qualified board of senior orthopaedic surgeons. The data is
then reviewed prior to publication by a larger group of surgeons to ensure it is valid and
describing data and issues relevant to current orthopaedic practice. It reports its data is
highly accurate with complete data sets for over 97.8% of all joint arthroplasty surgeries are
reported for its analysis each year. In addition, its staff cross check cases with other
government data bases and local hospitals to minimise any loss of data in its analysis.94 The
data and results from the local registry were reviewed by our local consultant group and
discussed with a group of experts at the Arthroplasty Society* to ensure we were measuring
information that was valid and describes relevant to current orthopaedic practice. The
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process was then peer reviewed including discussion of its Validity and published in The
Knee. Data was collected from our theatre booking schedule then cross referenced with
hospital paper records and our digital EPAS system to ensure no patients or data was
missed. The information was then cross checked by hand by the senior author to ensure the
accuracy of the data with respect to both errors and emissions.
*Clinical Diagnosis of Instability in the failing TKA, Evaluation of a new diagnostic algorithm.
Wilson CJ presented at, Arthroplasty Society ASM, June 2017

Aims
We aim to design and manage a new Local revision TKA registry. Using this data we hope to
illustrate potential predictors of poor results in TKA surgery, such as patient-specific or
device-associated factors. Data collected can also be analysed for audit and quality control
purposes to enhance continuous quality improvement within our service. Therefore, a
comprehensive electronic data set was created to record information on all revision cases
ongoing. These data can then be analysed to determine any potential correlation between
patient characteristics, implant type and reason for revision and outcomes. This is
particularly focused on the presence of comorbidities and body mass index (BMI). This will
provide a comprehensive dataset in order to aid surgeons in making informed decisions and
potentially identify high-risk patients or clear trends in the patients routinely treated. Of
particular interest is the need for a qualitative assessment of the influence of device,
comorbidities, including obesity, on revision risk and revision as a result of infection.

We designed, set-up and analysed a local registry that facilitates prospective collection of
hip and knee revision data in order to maintain a quality of care and continuing surgeon
education. This registry was set up at a specific time following on from a previous AOANJJR
analysis of Revision TKA figures in our department. At the same time our standardised
revision TKA algorithm was designed and implemented in our department. The results were
then used to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the diagnosis and surgical management
of knee revision surgery at the Repatriation General Hospital. With regards to knee
instability the age, gender and surgical factors were analysed and compared with national
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AOANJJR figures to evaluate of correlations could be made and to allow the ongoing
evaluation and improvement of our diagnostic pathways.

The aim of this local registry is to collect and analyse data that will lead to improvements in
our diagnostic algorithms, management processes and clinical outcomes for our patients.
Any potential benefits or modifications can be fed back to the national registry in a ‘
feedback loop ‘ to potentially improve data collection or processing for all patients in the
long term. The registry will be maintained on an ongoing basis to allow continuous
collection of data and monitoring of our surgical outcomes.

Methods
Study Design
To plan and implement a new registry it is necessary to identify the key stakeholders and
build a registry team. In the initial set up the team comprised of the Principle author, the
local Nurse practitioner and a dedicated research student. A full-time research
administrator was added to the team later. Once team was set up and after discussion
about the feasibility of data collection and management discussed the design of the data
collection process was finalised. The study was then reviewed and approved by our local
Human Research Ethics Committee, (SAC HREC EC00188) - Approval number: 506.15. This
approval is summarized in Appendix 3.

To set up the registry, all patients who underwent a revision lower limb arthroplasty
between April 2014 to December 2015 were identified from the surgery booking lists. The
start date of April 2014 was chosen as the hospital moved to a wholesale change in-patient
records system. Traditional paper records were terminated and all information moved to a
new Electronic Patient Archive System (EPAS). Starting from this point allowed all data to be
obtained from one records system and avoid the complications of trying to source and
review patient records from more than one system. The patient’s data was then crosschecked with departmental booking staff and theatre records to ensure no cases were
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missed. As all the data was de-identified and patients were not directly contacted Ethics
approval was gained without the need to obtain consent from the patients.

Data Collection process
The database was set up specifically to record the patient demographics, significant
comorbidities, and primary arthroplasty history including time of surgery, the type of
primary implant and the hospital where the initial surgery was performed. Details of the
revision arthroplasty including bone defects, type of and reason for revision, peri and
postoperative

complications,

and

prosthetic

components

details.

Postoperative

complications, readmissions and repeat surgeries were assessed directly from day of surgery
to 3 months post op. This data is routinely collected by our hospital quality service. To
capture revision surgeries after this time data was cross checked with the national
AOANJRR.

Microsoft excel

Tm

software was used to compile data in a logical form and allow easy

analysis and identification of patterns. All data was then backed up to avoid loss of
information. Patients EPAS records and paper theatre records were used to collect and
summarise relevant patient characteristics, type of revision performed, and known
complications. This was then cross-checked to prevent duplication, avoid the loss of relevant
data and to ensure the correct description was used for diagnosis, type of revision and
implant types. The data was also cross-checked for any errors and to look for ways to
improve the accuracy and reliability of the data collection.

Data Storage and Analysis
The patients’ MRN number was used to access their files on the electronic patient
administration system (EPAS) and fill in the columns, primarily from admission notes,
surgical note, and discharge note and where applicable, the ICU admission note. The data
was cross checked against any existing paper files/records with the operating theatre and
booking staff to ensure no details were missed. Upon completion of the registry for 20142015, the patients were De-identified and allocated a study number. Percentages of data
were calculated from the database and compared to the findings published in the 2014 and
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2015 Annual Reports AOANJRR reports and a specific ad hoc report 1167. This report was
requested for this purpose and summarised all results from our hospital prior to 2014 to
allow comparisons to be made between surgeries performed in the past and those in our
current treatment pathway, summarised in Chapter 3. After this initial data collection and
analysis, the Registry data was collected prospectively ongoing to allow further analysis of
results and trends in the future. When summarised and analysed data was grouped into
levels 1 – 4 as described by Gliklich et all. These levels of data are summarised in Figure 19
below.

Figure 19 Data Element by level, Extracted from Inacio MCS et al JBJS (AM) 201676
Reproduced with permission from JBJS (AM)
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Results
Demographics

In the period from April 2014 to December 2015, a total of 36 knee revision arthroplasty
procedures were performed at the Repatriation General Hospital (RGH). Of these, 25 were
1st revision knee replacement, 10 were further revisions of knees previously revised. The
mean age of patients was 71.1 years old with females forming the majority of the patient
population at 67%. However, many patients had their primary Knee Arthroplasty at a young
age with the average being only 62.5 years old. It is also worthy of note that 47.2% of
patients had a previous hip or knee arthroplasty performed in another joint. In addition,
61% of patients had a history of hypertension and 41.7% has some form of lipid dysfunction,
36% were Ex-smokers. 52.8% of the patients had a BMI of ≥30kg/m2 with a mean of 31.8.
The demographic results for all patients are summarised in Table 8 below. This would be
described as level 2 data in the hierarchy of data elements 95.

Table 8: Patients demographics at the point of revision knee arthroplasty (n=36)
Characteristics
Value
Age, mean (SD), yrs
Sex, no. (%) of patients
Male
12 (33)
Female
24 (67)
Comorbidities, no. (%) of patients
Hypertension
22 (61.1)
Diabetes Mellitus
3 (8.3)
Hypercholesterolemia/ Hyperlipidaemia
15 (41.7)
Hypothyroidism
6 (16.7)
Previous Arthroplasty
Hip
3 (8.3)
Knee
13 (36.1)
Ankle
1 (2.8)
Smoking status, no. (%) of patients
Never smoked
22 (61.1)
Ex-smoker
13 (36.1)
Currently smoking
1 (2.8)
Body Mass Index (BMI), mean (SD), kg/m2
No. (%) of patients
≥ 30kg/m2
< 25kg/m2

31.8 (5.0)
19 (52.8)
0
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Table 8: Key demographics and significant comorbidities total number and percentages of
revision knee arthroplasties at the RGH from April 2014 – December 2015.

Historic RGH Registry Results
Prior to analysing our current results, we requested and reviewed the previous results for
our centre supplied to us by the AOANJRR team. This report number 1667 is included in full
detail in Appendix 6. Our overall revision rate for TKA surgery seems to be similar to the
average figures for all Australian hospitals 96. This is summarised below in Figure 20.
HR - adjusted for age and gender
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Figure 20, Revision rate for the Repatriation General Hospital for all causes.

In addition, our revision rates over time appeared to follow the national trend for both
loosening and infection. However, there were a worrying high number of knee revisions
performed for either patella femoral pain or ‘pain’. As part of our diagnostic process it was
felt that pain should be a diagnosis of exclusion after a rigorous process to establish what
the patient’s true diagnosis was. In addition, we felt that isolated patellar revision should
not be performed as commonly and only after other diagnosis such as instability or
loosening have been thoroughly excluded. Our previous trends from this report subdivided
by all indications are shown in Figure 21 below.
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Figure 21: Cumulative Incidence of Total Knee Revision by Diagnosis & Hospital
A more detailed breakdown of this is shown in Figure 22 below with a combined with a
combined revision percentage for both ‘Patello-femoral pain’ and ‘pain’ of 36.7%. This
accounts for the revision of 1.5% of all primary TKA procedures performed in our hospital.
This compares with only 21.2% for all hospitals in Australia or revision of 0.7% of all primary
TKA procedures performed nationally.

Figure 22, detailed breakdown of historic reasons for TKA revision by surgical indication.

Comparison of Current with historic results

When comparing these results with our current local registry figures we can demonstrate
that the most common reasons for doing a revision knee replacement are Radiological
Instability (33.3%), prosthetic infection (13.9%) and pain (13.9%). Comparing to The
Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR)
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statistics in their 2017 Annual report, the most common reasons for doing this procedure
are: loosening/lysis (25.9%), infection (22.5%) and patello femoral pain (10.9%). Table 9
shows the further breakdown of the reasons for revision knee arthroplasty of the 36
patients at RGH compared to this annual report. For clarity we have described our diagnosis
and reason for revision in the same categories used in AOANJRR reports. These data would
be classed as level 1 data elements.76

Reason for revision
Instability

Total Number
12

Percentage
33.3

AOANJRR
7.3

Pain/ Patellofemoral Pain
Infection
Loosening /Lysis

4
5
4

13.9
13.9
11.1

19.5
22.5
25.9

Metal related pathology
Wear tibial insert
Fracture
Arthrofibrosis

1
7
1
1

2.8
19.4
2.8
2.8

1.5
1.7
2.8
3.5

Clinical indication for revision TKA surgery in Local Revision Registry compared to
2017 AOANJRR Annual report.
Although pain is still a common diagnosis, this is still an improvement on our previous audit
figures. The historic report number 1667 from the AOANJRR in 2015 showed Pain as the
reason for diagnosis in 36.7% of cases.96 Our rates of revision for both Pain and
Patellofemoral pain combined are now 13.9% which is less than the national figures of
19.5%. It is not possible from this data to determine if this reduction in revisions in our local
figures is due to the use of our Diagnostic algorithm in isolation of in there has also been an
increase in the use of patella resurfacing in our primary procedures as well. The cases
covered in this report were performed in our department up to 2013, the introduction of
our new diagnostic algorithms came in after this time and will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3. Therefore one of our aims with this new diagnostic process was to improve the
pre-operative diagnosis of the failing TKA. Another was to try to reduce revision procedures
in patients that could be potentially managed non-operatively. As a result, revisions for pain
have reduced from 36.7% to 13.9% with these results suggesting the fact that the algorithm
is improving diagnostic accuracy. Further discussion of these results is also included in detail
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in Chapter 3. Our local registry results for both tibial insert wear and loosening differ from
the national registry but their combined total is similar at 30.5% vs. 27.6% of cases
respectively. It is not clear from these data if this represents a difference in surgical practice
or simply a difference in how accurately our revisions are coded in our National joint registry
forms. The diagnosis of instability is much higher in our local series than in the national
figures. This is an interesting result as the awareness and diagnosis of instability is increasing
in recent years. In our department we have an interest in the management of TKA
instability. Analysis of the trends in our data over the next few years will be helpful to assess
if this is due to a recent number of local referrals or if our diagnostic algorithms lead to a
higher number of cases being diagnosed as instability while they are diagnoses as a different
reason for failure elsewhere. These reasons for revision are also shown in figure 23 below to
demonstrate their relative numbers.

Reason for Revision
Instability
Infection
Pain
Loosening/lysis
Wear Tibia insert
Metalosis
Fracture
Arthrofibrosis

Pie chart showing the relative distribution of the indications for revision surgery.
The type of revision performed was then also analysed. When comparing our historical
results to the National registry we found that there was alarmingly high numbers of
revisions of the Patellar component alone compared to other hospitals at that time. Our
local Patellar revision figures were twice those on the national registry at 39.2 % and 20.9 %
respectively. This raised the concern that these patients may have been misdiagnosed as
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patellar pathology while another clinical indication had not been accurately diagnosed. In
addition, there was the concern that these patients may go on to have a further re-revision
procedure due to diagnostic inaccuracy. The comparison of our historic types of revision
procedures locally are shown in comparison to national Registry results in figure 24 below.

Repatriation General Hospital

Other Hospitals

Number

% Primaries
Revised

% Revisions

% Primaries
Revised

% Revisions

TKR (Tibial/Femoral)

21

0.7

17.5
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47

1.6

39.2

3433

0.9

25.3

2842

0.7

20.9
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13

0.5

9

0.3

10.8
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0.7

20.8

7.5

1470

0.4

11
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1220

0.3

9.0
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9

0.3

7.5
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0.2

6.4

9

0.3

7.5

795

0.2

5.9

Removal of Prostheses

1

0.0

0.8

72

0.0

0.5

37

0.0

0.3

Reinsertion of Components

8

0.0

0.1

Cement Only

7

0.0

0.1

Total Femoral

3

0.0

0.0

13568

3.4

100.0

Type of Revision

Tibial Component
Insert/Patella

Minor Components

N Revision

120

N Primary

2870

4.2

100.0

Number

393602

Figure 24: Type of Revision of Primary Total Knee Replacement by Hospital (All Diagnoses)

Types of Revision Surgery performed
When comparing our current figures to the national annual reports the number of Total
revisions performed was similar. We performed total revision surgery in 33.3% of cases
compared to 25.6% in the 2017 national report. In addition, 47.2% of our patients
underwent a ‘Minor‘ revision of the Polyethylene inserts and Patellar button compared to
only 10.0% in the national figures. This result does represent a change in our department
practice in recent years. There have been concerns for some time in the joint registry that
TKR revision patients have a high rate of re-revision in less than 10 years. In addition, Total
revision TKR patients have been shown to have a significantly higher rate of complications
compared to ‘minor ‘or more conservative revision surgery97. Re-revision rates at 5 years
are 15% at 5 years according to the 2017 annual report. This is significantly higher failure
rate than primary knees which currently have a 4% failure rate at 5 years. This is
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summarised in Figure 25 below. The current annual registry results confirm the issues that
not only do revised knees fail early but they mostly fail in the first 5 years. This is
summarised Figure 26 below. This stresses the need to not only avoid revision surgery
where possible but also to improve diagnosis and management of these failing TKA’s to try
and reduced the rates of re-revision failure for our patients in the future.

Figure 25: Cumulative Percent Revision of Primary total knee replacement (Primary
Diagnosis OA) Reproduced from AOANJRR 2017 Annual report Figure KT8 Page 197.

As a result, we have tried to be more conservative and retain well-fixed and well-positioned
metal implant. Hopefully this practice will lead to a reduction in complications for our
patients and is likely to lead to a significant cost saving for our hospital. This practice has
been supported by the 2015 AOANJR figures, which have shown a high rate of re-revision
for these patients in the first 5 years after index revision surgery 98. In addition, patients who
undergo a total revision have a re-revision rate of 24.3% at 10 years while those who have a
more conservative revision with insert exchange and patella resurfacing have a lower rerevision rate of 21.4%99. Patients who undergo an isolated insert only revision have the
highest rate of re-revision surgery at 29.7% at 10 years99. In the 2017 report patients who
undergo a minor revision have the lowest rates of re-revision in the long term at 20% with
revision of the insert and patella doing better than insert revision alone. Partial revision
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when one of the metal implants is changed has the highest re revision rate of 24 % at 10
years. This continues to support our practice of using more conservative revisions where
possible. This type of revision surgery works well with lower complication rates, financial
cost and potentially without poorer patient outcomes.

Figure 26: Cumulative Percent Revision of 1st Revision of known Primary total knee
replacement by Class of 1st Revision (Primary Diagnosis OA) Reproduced from AOANJRR 2018
Supplementary revision knee report Figure R11 Page 17.
The most common type of knee revision recorded in our registry involved a Polyethylene
exchange and patella button (47.2%), followed by total revision (33.3%) and insertion of
spacer for prosthetic infection (13.9%). This is different from the AOANJRR statistics in 2015
where the most common type of revision done was all components (48.3%), tibial insert
(14.3%) and patella only (10.8%). In addition, our new diagnostic algorithm has shown a
significant reduction in the numbers of isolated patellar resurfacing with our figs falling from
39.2% to 8.3%. This comparison of local registry results and national results at the same
time period (2015) represents a success from our program as patients are not being
subjected to an unnecessary patellar revision where the cause of their pain may be either
extrinsic to the knee or be caused by a different diagnosis. The types of revision surgery
performed are summarised in Table 10 below.
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Type of revision
Poly exchange +/- Patella
Total
Infection Spacer
Patella button alone
Femoral component only
Tibial component only

Total Number
17
12
5
3
1
0

Percentage
47.2
33.3
13.9
8.3
2.7
0

AOANJRR
21.3
48.4
20.4
10.8
3.9
7.4

Table 10: Reasons for revision knee arthroplasty total number and percentages at the RGH
from April 2014 – December 2015 and percentages from AOANJRR 2015 annual report.

Co-morbidities
Given that 25 out of the 36 revision knee arthroplasty was the first revision, we calculated
that the time since the primary knee arthroplasty was 6.96 years (95% CI 4.39 to 9.53). This
is similar to our results in Chapter 2 where over 90% of TKA arthroplasties are expected to
survive for over 10 years while those that do fail tend to do so early. There was no
significant difference between the time to first revision between males and females
(p=0.715). Interestingly, patients with a pre-existing condition of hypertension had a
significantly shorter time to their first knee revision procedure (3.8 years) compared to
those without hypertension (11.7 years) when adjusted for age, gender, height and weight
(p<0.05). The clinical relevance of this result with this small series is unclear. However,
there was no relationship between any other co-morbidity and the time to revision
procedure. This is summarised in Table 11 below.
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Comorbidities

Hypertension
Yes
No
Diabetes Mellitus
Yes
No
Hypercholesterolemia/ Hyperlipidaemia
Yes
No
Hypothyroidism
Yes
No
Previous Arthroplasty (any)
Yes
No
Previous Hip Arthroplasty
Yes
No
Previous Knee Arthroplasty
Yes
No
Smoking status (between groups)

Mean (SD)

p-value

0.005

p-value
(adjusted for age,
gender, height and
weight)
0.002

0.425

0.386

0.459

0.250

0.601

0.899

0.063

0.148

0.328

0.556

0.169

0.190

0.348

0.356

3.8 (3.3)
11.7 (6.7)
3.5 (3.5)
7.3 (6.4)
5.8 (4.7)
7.7 (7.1)
8.5 (8.2)
6.7 (6)
9.2 (7.3)
4.6 (3.8)
10.3 (8.3)
6.5 (6.0)
9.3 (7.5)
5.4 (4.9)
-

Table 11: Effects of comorbidities on time (years) to first knee revision (n=25) Level 2 data76

Discussion
Summary
This study in summary involved the design of a Local Revision Registry and the compilation
of data of all revision lower limb arthroplasties conducted at the RGH from 2014-2015. No
system is perfect and some data for a few patients was missing in the patient database.
However, ideally a registry should have no missing data and therefore effort was made to
retrieve any missing data through EPAS files, administration, patient booking diaries and
paper surgical history records. By checking these resources all patients who underwent
revision surgery in that time frame were identified. Our Local hospital registry has been
proven to be useful for audit and quality control tool. It can provide an important insight
into patient characteristics, implant type and association of comorbidities with revision risk
and type.95 Ongoing research involving certain characteristics and trends identified from the
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register will help improve patient care and health outcomes at the RGH. More than 63% of
the revision arthroplasties were performed on female patients, which roughly correlate with
our figures in our literature review in Chapter 2. This might suggest a higher risk of revision
for female patients however in the 2015 National figures females made up 56% of all
primary TKA procedures performed with therefore more females ‘at risk’ of revision
surgery.100 From these small numbers is not possible to say if this shows a definite increase
in risk or a reflection on a higher percentage of female patients undergoing primary TKA
surgery. Figures from the registry were compared with the AOANJRR statistics to identify
differences in the hospital’s patient population vs. the national trends of orthopaedic
patients.

Obesity is common in our patients, (52.8%) undergoing knee revision were classified as
obese, with a BMI greater than 30. There is some evidence to suggest that obese patients
may be have a higher revision risk post lower limb arthroplasty; however, more research is
required to confirm the premise.101 Cardiovascular disease (CVD) was also prevalent in more
than 70% of the patients who underwent revision knee or hip arthroplasties. High incidence
of CVD may be due to the average revision lower limb arthroplasty patient age being 73
years and due to obesity. It is however a significant issue when considering surgical and
anaesthetic risk for the patient undergoing surgery.

Another common patient characteristic was presence of bilateral knee primary arthroplasty.
Since a common cause for primary arthroplasty is osteoarthritis, it is expected that it would
affect multiple joints and therefore patients may require multiple arthroplasties. Data about
the diagnosis/reason for primary knee and hip arthroplasty for revision patients in this
register is incomplete; but current literature shows that osteoarthritis is the leading reason
for primary lower limb arthroplasty.102 It is not possible from this data set to evaluate at this
time any reason why patients who undergo more than one primary arthroplasty procedure
are more likely to undergo revision surgery. Further prospective data collection may help
evaluate this association further, however, this may be difficult if the cause is multifactorial.
Additionally, 30.5% of knee revision arthroplasties had previously been revised which
suggests that a revision arthroplasty may put a patient at risk for a subsequent re-revision
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which is strongly supported by the AOANJRR data on re-revisions summarised in Figure 26
above.
The classification of type of revision was based on the new prosthesis implanted. In
accordance with AOANJRR reporting revisions are classified as Major Total, where both the
femoral and tibial implants are revised. Major Partial, where only one of the femoral or tibia
implants is revised or Minor where the main metal implants are retained. Data from the
AOANJRR 2015 and now 2017 reports shows that using Minor Revisions where appropriate
patients could have less invasive surgery with no increase on long term re-revision rates.99
The AOANJRR classification is summarised on Figure 27 below.

This has been part of a wholesale move in our practice to Conservative Revision for both Hip
and Knee surgery. The Conservative hip pathway has also had significant benefits but is
outside the scope of this thesis.

102,103

However, in addition our local registry we also

classified poly liner exchange +/-patella and isolated patella button surgery were
categorised separately as part of assessing whether our Diagnostic algorithm described in
Chapter 4 has led to a significant reduction in revision surgery for patella femoral pain.
Performing a patellar revision in combination with insert revision has been shown in
AOANJRR data to have a lower re-revision rate compared to insert revision alone. This is
summarised in figure 28 below.
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Figure 27 Categories of knee arthroplasty revision. Reproduced from AOANJRR 2015 Report
page 132

AOANJRR 2017 figures confirm that these minor revisions have similar re-revision rates to
more invasive procedures however as previously described have a significantly lower
complication rate for patients. Surgical time is much shorted and the implant cost financially
will be significantly less. More detailed analysis of these issues may be possible using this
local registry but is not possible with the figures currently available.
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Figure 28: Cumulative Percent Revision of Minor 1st Revision of Known Primary total knee
replacement by type of 1st Revision (Primary Diagnosis OA, excluding 1st revision for
infection) Reproduced from AOANJRR 2018 Supplementary report. Figure R15 Page 19.

Conservative revision
The figures for the different types of revision knee arthroplasty were interestingly not all
consistent with the AOANJRR 2015 percentages. The most frequently performed revision
knee arthroplasty at the RGH was found to be poly liner exchange with/without patellar
resurfacing or replacement (47.2%) and the second most common type of revision was a
total knee replacement (33.3%). These figures are almost reversed in the National registry
with Total revision at 48.4% and Poly exchange and patella sitting at only 21.3%. This also
represents a significant shift from our historic figures where Poly liner exchange +/- Patella
was only 16.7%.96 However, these figures reflect the wholesale change in the way revision
TKA surgery is managed in our department since 2014. Despite these changes and the
introduction of our standardised diagnostic and management algorithm the overall rates of
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Major and Minor revisions did not change. These data are summarised in figure 29 below.
Our routine pathway is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. In this pathway all patients are
subjected to a standardised and robust diagnostic process. The investigations and clinical
scenarios are then discussed at weekly arthroplasty meetings attended by a number of our
experienced clinicians before the final surgical plan is arranged and then implemented. Care
is taken to identify patients where total revision is not required and to source old records
and order implants to facilitate this process.

We feel this process may put our department ‘ahead of the game ‘in comparison to overall
National trends and may lead to an increase in more Conservative Revision Knee
Arthroplasty surgery in the future. The two main benefits to patients are that those who
undergo ‘minor’ revision surgery may have significantly lower complication rates compared
to those who undergo Total revision TKA and a lower rate of re-revision surgery81. The
potential cost saving to the hospital is obvious with a shorter surgical time and a smaller
number of implants requiring purchase. With the ongoing collection of our registry data
over time we hope to confirm these trends with both a reduction in costs for our
department and in the human costs of complications and re-operations for our patients.

Figure 29 Comparison of Historical revisions compared to revisions in our local registry.
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Indications
It is always difficult to define a single reason for revision and patients can present with
multiple indications such as pain and instability in the same patient. The admission notes
and surgical notes and clinical records were all used to identify the causes of revision knee
arthroplasty surgery. The results were then re checked by another member of the surgical
team to try and identify any inaccuracies or duplications. The results showed that instability
(33.3%), Infection (13.9%) and Pain (13.9%) were the top three reasons for revision knee
arthroplasty. This does not correlate with the recent 2015 National report that suggested
that Loosening and Lysis was the most common reason at 38.0%. The reasons for this
discrepancy are not entirely clear but the application of our conservative management
process would explain the discrepancies. While it is possible that other factors may be
involved such as surgeon bias or changes in how operations are coded, our current Rerevision rates have reduced since the introduction of algorithm and conservative process
have been shown to have an effect on patient outcomes. Instability had remained one of
the top 5 reasons for revision in the AOA 2017 report at 7.3% of cases. Our figures are
higher at 33.3% but it is unclear whether this is due to under diagnosis in general while our
Diagnostic process includes radiographic EUA testing to try and accurately identify instability
in the failing TKA patient. As part of our long-term prospective data collection we hope to
ascertain if this is an abnormally high result or simply due to a more rigorous assessment
methods. Many of our revision patients are referred from other centres that do not perform
as much revision surgery. The local departmental interest in this topic may have led to more
referrals for instability from other surgeons in comparison to the national average. This
would require comparison with the results from other Tertiary referral centres to see how
they compare.

Limitations
The current patient set analysed is quite small with only 36 patients of which only 25 were
1st revisions and it is difficult to evaluate significant differences. However this number is
comparable with that found in other Revision TKA studies. In our systematic review of the
published literature the average number of patients per study was only 27. Despite this our
local registry has proved to be a very valuable tool that without doubt will be of great
benefit to our department and the broader orthopaedic community. Prospective data
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collection of this registry will allow more specific audits of larger patient populations and
patient follow-up.91,92 A registry will also eliminate bias that may otherwise be present when
selecting revision arthroplasty patients for a specific study based on inclusion and exclusion
criteria at the RGH. 91,92 This local registry comprises of a much higher specificity of detail in
comparison to national AOANJRR. We currently gather Level 1 and 2 data but future work is
underway to add patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) to the current data set. This
registry will then include level 3 data as well and is discussed in further detail in Chapter 5. 76
Ongoing prospective data collection and further analysis in the future to will hopefully
continue to improve clinical health outcomes at the RGH and may possibly have wider
implications.102

Conclusions
This study created a local orthopaedic registry and collected data on all revision lower limb
arthroplasties performed at the RGH from April 2014 to December 2015. The current
frequency of types and reasons for revision arthroplasty were identified. The Local registry
provides data in a much higher level of detail than in the National AOANJJR registry. The
prospective data is easy to access and analyse, it will be used to monitor the trends in the
management of a complex subset of arthroplasty patients and the quality of service our
department provides and monitor trends in patient management over time.

To our knowledge this is the first study in Revision TKA surgery that compares and combines
our Local historical results, current Local Registry results and the National Registry results.
Using this information, we have found that our department has been able to improve
quality and hopefully diagnostic accuracy.

By combining this analysis with the

implementation of our Diagnostic and Management algorithm fewer patients are treated
for ‘pain ‘or ‘patella-femoral pain’ and therefore hopefully undergoing surgery with a more
robust diagnostic and management plan. In addition a higher number of patients may
undergo more Conservative Revision surgery in the future due to the patients with knee
pain being more accurately diagnosed. These patients may be subjected to fewer
complications and according to recent AOANJRR reports have a lower chance of returning
for re-revision surgery.92 As a result of this finding further work is under development of the
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concept of ‘conservative revision ‘ to allow us to keep working on better outcomes for our
patients with less risk. Both these factors will also lead to a significant reduction in financial
cost to our department. If this system and its results were extrapolated out to a national
level the cost saving could pay the annual budget for the AOA joint registry 3 times over.
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Chapter Five: Prospective results of Knee
Revision Arthroplasty Surgery in patients
with instability.
Introduction
Background
Revision total knee arthroplasty (TKA) procedures are increasing in number. According to
the Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR)
2016 annual report, there have been 48,502 revisions since 2003, with revision procedures
accounting for 8.2% of all knee replacement operations. The overall rate of revision TKA has
not increased in relation to primary TKA suggesting this increase is related to increasing
primary TKA procedures over time.104 During that time frame, the number of revision
procedures occurring annually has increased 82.9%, with an annual increase of 0.7% from
2013 to 2014.104 Revision TKA are commonly complex procedures, they often endure higher
complication rates compared to primary surgery. In addition, these procedures commonly
occur in younger patients and within 5 years of the initial TKA.105 Similarly, research has
shown that patients that undergo a revision TKA have a high rate of a re-revision procedure
within the first 5 years.106 The underlying reasons for revision TKA procedures vary, with
instability accounting for 7.3% according to AOAJNRR.104 However, according to the
literature, instability can account for up to 22% of revision procedures107, and can present
numerous hurdles, as the underlying cause of instability may not be easily identified.105
Identifying the cause of instability can be difficult, with the onus lying upon the individual
surgeon. Once identified, the surgeon must balance the flexion and extension gaps using
revision tools and modified implants. Where required constrained implants can be used to
assist this process but not at the expense of adequate gap balancing, in order to
appropriately treat the instability. 108 Revision tools and jigs can be used to kinematically
balance the knee while minimising bone loss.
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Review of Patients managed by our Diagnostic Algorithm

In our department we have designed and validated a specific diagnostic and management
process aid in the clinical care of the patient with TKA failure. This diagnostic algorithm is
described in detail in Chapter 3. Its introduction has led to a wholesale change in practice in
our department. The results of Chapters 3 and 4 show it has a fundamental effect on our
results with improved accuracy in management and an increase in more conservative TKA
revision surgery.106 Our systematic review described in Chapter 2 shows there is no current
standardised guideline for surgeons to follow to determine whether a revision TKA
procedure should take place. This work has been presented both Nationally and
Internationally with good feedback from other revision specialists, formal discussion of
these issues at the Arthroplasty Society of Australia in June 2017 was met with positive
feedback and strong support. Some of the leading surgeons in this group are now adopting
similar practice in their own centres. In this study our standard diagnostic algorithm was
applied to all patients, ensuring that all patients who received revision TKA procedures for
instability underwent the same diagnostic work-up prior to the procedure. Despite
numerous studies evaluating revision TKA outcomes, no study has focused on the
subjective, patient-based outcomes post revision TKA procedures completed solely due to
instability. We have used instability as the sentinel event to investigate this issue but the
diagnostic and management methods can be extrapolated to all indications in the failing
TKA. The aim of this study is to determine the effectiveness of our diagnostic algorithm for
those patients undergoing revision TKA for instability by assessing objective patient
reported outcomes, as well as rates of re-revision via the AOANJRR for those patients postop.

Materials & Methods
Patients

All revision cases performed by the principal author for instability at the Repatriation
General Hospital between April 2014 and December 2016 were reviewed. Data was
collected prospectively then reviewed retrospectively as part of this Thesis to assess their
clinical outcomes. Patient’s data was collected from patient electronic records, intra113

operative data, and the hospital electronic database that highlighted instability as the
reason for the revision procedure. All patients went through our diagnostic algorithm as
described in Chapter 3. All patients who underwent revision procedures for reasons other
than instability were not included in this study; however their outcomes have been assessed
in another study that is outside the scope of this thesis. Similarly, patients whom had
multiple revision procedures on the same knee were excluded, as the results would not
represent their primary revision procedures. The knees were revised using the Stryker Total
Stabilised knee system. This system is currently in use in our service and has good results
survivorship.109

A new cutting guide was introduced to improve restoration of the joint line combined with
balancing the flexion and extension gaps during surgery called the Trial Cutting Guide (TGC).
This allows the surgeon to cinematically balance the knee before making the final bone cuts
and hopefully improves ligament balancing for the surgeon during the revision procedure.
Prior to using this system, a surgical observation was arranged with Dr S Zelicoff in New
York, USA was arranged to ensure the technique was adapted appropriately. The TGC guide
system is shown in figure 30 below.
Assessment Methods/ TGC technique
All patients were assessed using our standardised diagnostic algorithm as described fully in
Chapter 3. Prior to undergoing revision surgery, the results of the clinical assessment and
these standardised investigations were discussed with the whole arthroplasty team to
ensure an accurate diagnosis was made, an appropriate surgical plan formed and the
appropriate implants ordered. All patients deemed to require a revision procedure were
conducted by the principal author were recorded in our local revision registry and
subsequently followed up an AOANJRR Ad Hoc report on all cases, to determine if rerevision procedures had taken place since the initial revision TKA. This was confirmed by Ad
Hoc report 2257, which is summarised in Appendix 7 below. During the revision surgery
procedure all patients had their knees kinematically balanced by the senior author in an
attempt to correct the instability pattern that had led to revision surgery in the first place.
The Stryker TS knee system was already our implant of choice but the TGC cutting guide
system was also used as it is specifically designed to assist with intra- operative kinematic
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balancing giving the surgeon an excellent assessment of how well the patients ligaments are
balance prior to making bone cuts and implanting the definitive prosthesis.

Figure 30, TCG femoral cutting guide allowing ligament balancing and assessment of
augmentation before bone cuts are made.

Clinical Follow up
The Oxford Knee Score (OKS) was sent out to the revised patients to be completed. The OKS
was chosen, as it is an objective, patient reported questionnaire proven to be useful in
evaluating knee function both pre- and post-TKA.110 Its reproducibility and sensitivity to
clinically significant changes made it an important resource for this study to evaluate,
assess, and score individual patient progress and overall outcomes. Criteria for functional
outcome were defined by the OKS and summarised in figure 31 below. All results were
cross-checked by the in-house statistician.

OKS CRITERIA
Normal Function
Acceptable
Poor Function
Unacceptable

Oxford Knee Score
40-48
30-39
20-29
0-19

Figure 31: Functional outcome result as defined by the oxford knee score.
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Consent
The South Australian Southern Health Networks Ethics Committee approved the
undertaking of this study OFR 436.15 - HREC/15/SAC/401. Patients were then contacted and
mailed subjective, patient-reported questionnaires (Oxford Knee Score) to be completed
and returned. The patients were also sent a letter outlining the purpose of the study so that
informed consent could be given, as well as a pre-paid envelope to which to return the
completed survey. Patients who consented to the study and wished to participate returned
the questionnaire as outlined.

Registry

All patient records were reviewed to look for evidence of re-revision surgery. In addition, an
Ad Hoc report was requested from the AOANJJR joint registry to ensure no patients had
been revised in other centres without our knowledge. In addition, a further report was
obtained to assess re-revision rates within our department prior to the introduction of our
diagnostic algorithm to assess whether or not this led to a reduced rate of re-revision
surgery for our patients. This report 2418 is summarised below in Appendix 8. The study
design and methodology was constructed using the STROBE guidelines to simplify the
structure and enhance the clarity of how the results are presented. 87

Results
Basic Demographics
26 patients were identified between April 2014 and December 2016 inclusive. Of the 26
identified patients, 25 had revision knee procedures, one was found to have had a primary
TKA, and one was found to have completed the questionnaire incorrectly. These patients
were excluded from this study, leaving a total of 24 patients. Of the 24 questionnaires sent
out, 19 were returned. 17 out of the 19 patients who returned questionnaires were found
to have met all inclusion criteria or returned a complete data set.
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GENDER

TOTAL

Mean AGE (Years ± SD)

Mean TIME SINCE PROCEDURE (Months
± SD)

(n)
Male

7

69.00 ± 10.35

38.25 ± 18.06

Female

10

66.30 ± 9.73

28.18 ± 18.20

Table 12: All included patients average age and time since procedures as per gender. *Time
since procedure calculated as the gap between the ‘date of procedure’ to the date the survey
was mailed out.

Re-revision Rates
Our historical Re-revision rates were cross checked with AOANJRR Ad Hoc report 2418
which analysed all cases performed in our department prior to the introduction of our
Diagnostic algorithm. In this report 3553 TKA cases were cross checked of which 163 were
revised. By cross checking all further revisions we found our historical Re-revision rate was
10.4% at 2 years and 12.4% at 3 years. This report number 2418 is listed in full in Appendix
8. These figures are summarised in figure 32 below.

In our current series two out of 24 patients (8.33%) had further revision procedures on the
same knee confirmed via the adhoc AOANJRR report 2257 summarised in Appendix 7. The
follow up time for all patients being approximately 3 years. It is difficult to run a statistical
review of these figure with only 24 patients but it clearly shows a reduction in Re-revision
rate from 12.4 to 8.3% at 3 years post op.

Figure 32: Table 15: Yearly Cumulative Percent Revision of 1st Revision of Primary Total Knee
Replacement by Primary Hospital (All Diagnoses, Excluding 1st Revision for Infection)
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In addition, when reviewing our historical Re-revision rates, it was important to show that
they were not high in comparison to other hospitals. Therefore, not only has our re-revision
rate been reduced, but it has been reduced when compared to results that were similar to
the Australian average at that time. It was possible to run statistics showing our historical
re-revision rate was no different than that obtained in all other Australian hospitals at that
time. When adjusted for age and gender there was no significant difference with a p=0.926.
This is summarised in Figure 33 below.

Figure 33: Cumulative Percent Revision of 1st Revision of Primary Total Knee Replacement by
Primary (All diagnosis excluding first revision for infection)

These figures confirm that our historic figures for Re-revision surgery were comparable for
national figures at the time. The use of our diagnostic algorithm and revision with the TCG
kinematic balancing technique has therefore reduced our Re-revision rate which was
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acceptable compared to the national figures to an even lower rate with potentially reduced
complications for our patients and a reduced financial burden on our healthcare system.

Oxford Knee Scores
The OKS questionnaire was completed subjectively by the patients with no influence nor
input from the authors. 17 out of 19 questionnaires were included, as one patient had
undergone a re-revision procedure, and one had completed the questionnaire incorrectly.
Of the 17 returned, 7 were males and 10 were females. The average Oxford Knee Scores for
males and females were 22.86 ± 6.10 and 13.30 ± 5.33 respectively. The results are
summarised in Figure 34 below. The PROMs results reported show poor function scores for
all patients. As these patients have been regularly followed up and have not requested
further surgery it is not clear if these low oxford knee scores are due poor pre-op functional
status, the function in their revised knee or due to a general decrease in their function over
time. Further studies are underway in our department using Oxford Knee score, Forgotten
joint score and satisfaction scores. These are being collected pre-op and up to 1-year post
op to help clarify this issue.

Oxford Knee Scores
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Normal Function Good Function Poor Function
(40-48)
(30-39)
(20-29)

Unacceptable
(0-19)

Oxford Knee Score
Male

Female

Fig 34: Oxford Knee Score outcomes as per functional classification
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Discussion
Historical results in our department suggested that pain was the most common indication
for revision surgery, accounting for 36.7% of all cases. However, our new diagnostic
algorithm saw the number of revision procedures being performed within our local revision
registry for pain drop from 36.7% to 13.9% of all cases.106 The most common indication
proved to be instability, accounting for 33.3% of all primary indications for revision
procedures.106 Similarly, positive instability findings on the intra-operative fluoroscopic
radiographs during the EUA showed a high correlation with the incidence of revision
surgery.106 Self-reported knee instability has been defined as a ‘sensation of buckling,
shifting, or giving away of the knee.111,112 The MARKER study which followed 323
participants for 6/12 post-TKR and assessed for instability, found that 32% of patients whom
self-reported pre-op instability, retained that instability 6/12 post-operatively.113 Selfreported knee instability remains scarce, as it is rarely sought by health professionals who
provide rehabilitation to those undergoing TKR.111

Patient-specific characteristics/factors are important to understand and include general or
local neuromuscular disorders, hip or foot deformities, and obesity. Some patients can have
a mildly unstable knee and have no pain at all while other patients who are unstable can
present with pain or with functional difficulty such as climbing stairs. As a result of these
variations we decided to include in our diagnostic algorithm; a thorough objective
assessment of knee stability which can be recorded radiographically. The knee is assessed
for varus-valgus laxity in 200 flexion, and 900 of flexion to assess the extension and flexion
‘gaps. AP laxity should also be assessed with an anterior and a posterior draw test. In
addition, all patients have what we have termed an ‘Intrinsic Knee Injection’ where an intraop injection of local is performed and the patient is examined during mobilisation. A
negative test raises the concern that their pain is coming from and extrinsic source e.g. the
Hip or Lumbar Spine. When validating our algorithm, we found a negative intrinsic injection
test was found in 30% of patients who were subsequently recommended that revision
surgery was not recommended.106 These patients underwent further investigations to
diagnose and treat extrinsic cases for pain including lumbar spine disease, hip disorders and
chronic pain disorders.
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Patients deemed appropriate for surgery were then revised using the TGC system designed
specifically to assist with the balancing of the knee before any bone cuts are made. This
streamlines the surgical process and allows the surgeon to be confident the knee imbalance
has been corrected before resecting bone and testing with traditional trial implants. The
system was used in this series to address the patient’s knee instability and potentially
reduce the risk of re revision due to poor correction. Interestingly our patients reported
relatively low oxford knee scores. It is unclear whether this represents a low general level of
function in these patients for other reasons or whether they have adapted to a low level of
function after a long treatment course for their knees including multiple knee surgeries.

Re-revision is a significant issue for TKA patients. In the recent 2016 AOANJJR report 16% of
patients have undergone a re-revision procedure by the 5-year mark.104 This is excluding
cases revised for infection, so this poor result may not only be poor but the patients with
the worse expected post op results have already been excluded from the analysis. This is
summarised in figure 35 below.

Figure 35: Cumulative percent revision of first revision of primary total conventional knee
replacement (primary diagnosis osteoarthritis, excluding first revision for infection)104
Our results are short term with just under 4 years follow up. However, after reviewing our
local records and cross referencing with the AOANJJR ad hoc reports only 8.33% of our
patients have been re-revised. In addition, this revision rate is lower than our own historical
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figures with a Re-revision rate of 12.4% at 3 years rising to 14.6% at 4 years. This suggests
that with a rigorous diagnostic and management process it may be possible not only to
improve our diagnostic accuracy for our patients, we can also reduce the risk of re-revision
surgery for them in the future. In addition, many failing revision TKA patients fail and
undergo subsequent re-revision early stressing the need to break this cycle of multiple
complex procedures for our patients.

The combination of our diagnostic algorithm and the use of the TGC cutting guides to
improve intra-operative kinematic ligament balancing may also have an effect on the postop results. The improved balancing may lead to less re-revision for recurrent instability or
due to loosening secondary to poor balancing and increased stress on the implant / bone
interface. However further follow up of these cases is ongoing to ensure this is in fact the
case.

Conclusions
In this study the results show that using our diagnostic algorithm for patients undergoing
revision TKA for instability we can reduce Re-revision rates for our patients. By utilising
AOANJRR resources we have shown our re-revision rates are now well below Australian
national figures and improved compared to our own historic results. Our PROMs reported
are lower than expected highlighting the fact that avoiding revision TKA surgery in the first
place is desirable for our patients. The use of Computer assisted and Robotic assisted TKA
surgery to try and achieve this aim is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

However, this system may allow more accurate diagnosis of instability and other methods of
TKA failure allowing the correct surgical management for our patients. Further long-term
review of the cases in our registry is ongoing.
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Chapter Six: Robotic Gap Balancing in TKA
Surgery
This Chapter Contains Material from:
Sires JD, Craik JD & Wilson CJ.
Accuracy of Bone Resection in MAKO Total Knee Robotic Assisted Surgery
The Journal of Knee Surgery Nov 2019.
Sires JD & Wilson CJ
Validation of Accuracy and Gap Balancing in MAKO Total Knee Robotic Assisted Surgery
The Journal of Knee Surgery March 2020.

Introduction:
As described in the previous chapters patients with TKA instability are younger, fail early,
have high re-revision rates and poor PROMs scores after revision TKA surgery. Therefore,
the issue of prevention of TKA instability in the first place is of importance. We have
described the process through which patients are more thoroughly diagnosed and managed
for their failing knee to prevent surgery in patients who could be managed conservatively
and try to avoid revision surgery for the incorrect diagnosis.
Using the new diagnostic algorithm, we have shown that up to one third of patients are
spared from unnecessary surgery for pain extrinsic to the knee and refined our procedure to
enhance the diagnosis of instability and prosthetic infection. Through the design of the Local
Revision registry and comparison of data compared with Local Historic and National results
we have shown that more conservative revision surgery can be performed compared to
national trends with lower complication rates for our patients and hopefully lower rerevision rates and significantly reduced cost. Finally, with our prospective evaluation and
registry review we have shown lower re-revision rates for our patients compared to before
and after the implementation of this process. However many patients feel they have low
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functional scores compared to their peers and any Revision TKA surgery has still the
potential of complications.

Therefore, it seems logical to focus on how to prevent TKA instability from occurring in the
first place. In conventional TKA surgery instruments were used to perform measured
resections of bone and correct the osteoarthritic limb from and abnormal to a normal
mechanical alignment. Computer navigation, patient specific instrumentation, and more
recently robotic assisted arthroplasty techniques have been developed to improve
implantation accuracy. The introduction of newer surgical techniques has potentially
increased the complexity of TKA surgery at the same time as improving both accuracy and
reproducibility of TKA implant positioning. However, controversy exists on whether the aim
of the TKA technique is to use these technologies to produce a knee in neutral mechanical
alignment or to implant the prosthesis in a position that produces a knee with balanced
flexion and extension gaps irrespective of mechanical alignment. As a result, there is a
growing shift amongst arthroplasty surgery surgeons to move away from mechanical
alignment. Mechanical alignment is based on a combination of population averages and the
ideal that the ideal patient has an overall mechanical alignment of zero degrees. However, a
gap balancing technique is more tailored towards the ideal alignment position for each
individual patient.
*Wilson CJ, Ford J & Quinn S & Krishnan J
Arthroplasty Society ASM

Clinical diagnosis of Instability in the failing TKA.
Evaluation of a new diagnostic algorithm.
Noosa QLD
Jun 17

Mechanical Alignment
As described in Chapter 1 surgeons have used a variety of instruments and tools or jigs over
the years in the execution of these procedures. Traditional techniques were described as
‘measured resection’ where jigs are used to resect a specific thickness of bone. This bone
and any defects caused by the OA disease process are then reconstructed using the shape
and thickness of the prosthetic implant. This process is demonstrated in Figs 4b and b in
Chapter one. In addition, the implants were inserted in a ‘neutral’ or Zero degrees
mechanical alignment with relation to the patient’s hip, knee and ankle. The logic behind
this process was that a knee would function mechanically better if the leg was restored to a
neutral mechanical alignment. In addition, earlier studies had shown that knees will survive
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longer with fewer revisions due to aseptic loosening if the knee was implanted with the leg
in a neutral mechanical alignment with an error of less than +/- 3 degrees in relation to
Varus and Valgus.114 The mechanical alignment can be measured pre and post-op with
either Long leg radiographs or CT scans. The use of long leg x-rays has been shown to be
reproducible allowing surgeons to plan and verify how accurate the mechanical alignment
has been restored.115 An example of long leg X-ray measurement is shown in Figure 36
below.

However not all patients can be assumed to be in neutral alignment in the absence of OA in
the Hip or Knee joint. There is a wide variety of ‘normal ‘mechanical alignment in our
population even in the absence of disease.116 Patients may not even have the same
mechanical alignment in each of their legs. Therefore, restoring the patient to a neutral
mechanical alignment may not be restoring them to their own normal mechanics at all.
Measured resection and mechanical alignment techniques may therefore fail to produce not
only normal mechanics of the knee but also normal balance in the ligament tensions within
their joints.
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Figure 36, Example of Varus Mechanical alignment in a pre-op long leg x-ray and near
‘Neutral ‘mechanical alignment post-op 117

Despite improvements in Implant technology and accuracy of placement if the surgical
implants instability remains a significant reason for failure in TKA surgery. The systematic
review in Chapter 2 included data from the 2015 AOANJRR report. Since that report the
2017 report has been published. This shows that Instability remains a significant problem
and is currently the 5th commonest reason for revision surgery. This is shown in Figure 37
below. Data from that report looks at how knees fail not just in total but as we have
described how knees fail over time from index TKA surgery. In Figure 38 below we show
from registry data that not only does instability remain a significant reason for failure, most
of these failures continue to occur in the early post op period with most of the later failures
being causes by Aseptic loosening.
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Figure 37 Reasons for revision of Primary Total Knee Arthroplasty. AOANJJR 2017 report.

Kinematic Balancing
The concept of Kinematic Alignment was introduced with the idea of restoring the patient’s
anatomy to a mechanical axis which matches normal for them and restores their mechanics
and ligament tensions closer to normal. This involves moving away from pure mechanical
measurements and implanting patients in positions that allow better balancing of their
ligaments despite the limb being malaligned in for example slight Varus. Using tensioning
devices such as that shown in Figure 9, Chapter 1 the surgeon relies on the patient’s
ligament tension, balanced in both the flexion and extension gaps to decide what position
the implant will sit in and moving away from the previous concept of producing neutral
alignment then releasing ligaments, perhaps unnecessarily, to balance the gaps.
While working through the new diagnostic and management algorithm, from review of
recent studies and after Discussion with other groups of surgeons both in Australia and
overseas I have changed my routine surgical technique in primary TKA surgery to move
towards a Kinematic balancing approach. Interestingly when reviewing the data in Chapter 2
on the published literature with relation to TKA instability there was not a lot of information
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on the use of technology in ligament balancing and its relationship with prevention of
instability of the knee. Discussions with these surgical groups have focused on how the use
of technological aids such as Computer Navigation Assisted surgery and Robotic Assisted
surgery to improve Interestingly the accuracy of Kinematic balancing which may help
patients feel better with a more ‘ normal ‘ feeling knee and may reduce their risk of
instability and therefore failure.

*Validation of Accuracy and Gap Balancing in MAKO Total Knee Robotic Assisted Surgery
J Sires & Wilson CJ
Arthroplasty Society ASM

Noosa May 2019

Figure 38 Cumulative Incidence by Revision Diagnosis in Primary Total Knee Arthroplasty.
AOANJJR 2016 report.104

Computer Navigated TKA surgery.

Computer Navigated (CAS) TKA surgery uses digital referencing instead of ‘Jigs’ to map out
the size of the patient’s bones and the abnormal alignment to allow the surgeon to correct
the alignment during the procedure and check that the alignment is correct before
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implanting the final prosthesis. The Navigation system uses fixed points or ‘Trackers’ to
reference the position of the patient’s bones in space with a reference and display system.
Initial registration is performed to allow the computer system to map out the patients pre
surgical alignment. The surgeon then uses a digital reference device or ‘pointer ‘to map out
the surface of the patients knee joint. This process is known in CAS surgery as ‘Registration’.
This is cross references with the patient’s alignment data and a ‘Morph ‘of the patient’s
knee is generated. The system uses a database of Morphs previously saved in its database
for this final step, the Morph that most closely resembles the patients knee data is used.
Therefore, in these systems this is an accurate estimate not exact representation of the
patient’s anatomy. Using this digital model, the surgeon can plan and execute the cuts with
a high level of accuracy. These cuts are then checked with trial implants to ensure the
correct alignment and implant size has been achieved.

The CAS TKA method has been used for years to assist surgeons reproduce the patient’s
normal alignment and therefore improve the function in their knee. However, the overtime
implant companies have upgraded the functionality and software driving these systems.
Surgeons can now use the CAS software to measure the abnormal ligament flexion and
extension gaps before performing bone cuts. The alignment check is shown in Figure 39
below. In this process the surgeon can check the alignment in both the coronal and sagittal
plane before making the decision to insert the definitive implants.
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Figure 39 Final alignment check using trackers and a knee gap balancing device before
implantation of the definitive prosthesis.118
In addition, the surgeon can estimate the best position to perform bone cuts to allow
optimal balancing of the patient’s ligaments and balance the flexion and extension gaps. By
using this technology in the way, the knee can be implanted in the position that provides
the best Kinematic Ligament balancing for the patient’s knee without necessarily implanting
the knee in a ‘Neutral ‘Mechanical alignment. The knee can be inserted in for example 2
degrees of Varus on purpose which represents and abnormal mechanically aligned knee
while the ligament balancing and therefore Kinematic Alignment has been optimised.

When considering kinematic balancing using CAS the surgeon also has the choice to look at
the patient’s gap balancing and laxity before this final step. As previously discussed, these
technologies can be used to allow a knee prosthesis to be implanted in a neutral mechanical
alignment. However, the CAS kinematic testing can allow checks to me made to ensure the
flexion and extension gaps are symmetrical. In addition, the laxity of the patient’s ligament s
can be kinematically assessed throughout the range of movement. The knee is passed
through a ROM with trackers and trial implants in place. The surgeon can feel and measure
any laxity of asymmetry before committing to final implantation. This test is shown below in
Figure 40.
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Figure 40 Kinematic assessment of the patient’s ligament laxity and gap balancing using the
CAS navigation trackers and trial implants throughout the patients ROM.118

Clinical Assessment of Kinematic Alignment Balancing in TKA surgery.

In arthroplasty surgery one of the difficulties with outcomes assessment is the number of
patients and time required to evaluate whether an innovation in surgical technique has had
a significant effect on patients’ outcomes or not. These evaluations can take years and
require large numbers of patients to obtain significant results. The use of CAS in TKA surgery
has been steadily increasing over the last 10 years. In 2016 30% off all TKA surgery recorded
in the AOA registry was performed using a CAS technique.120 Despite this increasing uptake
and the reduction in alignment errors and outliers achieved using this technique it has taken
time to show a significant difference in patients clinical results121 or where failure and
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revision surgery is used as an end point. The registry has been collecting and now reporting
on these failure rates and in the current 2018 figures shows a significant reduction in
revision rates in patients < 65 years old whose surgery has been performed with or without
the CAS technique ( p<0001). This is shown in Figure 41 below.

Figure 41 Cumulative percent Revision of Primary total knee replacement by Computer
Navigation and Age (Primary Diagnosis OA) 119

In our routine surgical practice, I have used CAS surgery for routine primary TKA surgery and
for the last 4 years have now used the Kinematic balanced technique. The aim of this change
has been to attempt to reproduce the patient’s biomechanics and also reduce the risk of
instability due to surgical error. With regards future research a gait analysis study is planned
to look at the gait patterns of these primary TKA patients but this work is outside the scope
and time frame of this thesis.
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Robotic TKA surgery.

The MAKO total knee robotic-arm assisted surgery (Stryker Kalamazoo, Michigan) uses a
pre-operative plan based on a computed-tomography scan of the patient’s knee, as well as
3D planning to size and orientate implants, as well as allowing for dynamic balancing of
flexion and extension gaps. This can be evaluated in the surgeon’s office before surgery
takes place and fine-tuned intra-operatively when real time bone mapping data is added. An
example of a pre-op plan showing the potential implant position and bone cuts is shown in
figure 42 below. This technology may allow the surgeon to perform more accurate and
reproducible bone resection, therefore leading to a more accurate final mechanical
alignment compared to what the surgeon aimed for during pre-operative planning.

Figure 42 Pre-op planning of robotic bone resections before surgery has taken place.
Reproduced with permission from the authors own surgical series

In addition, the surgeon can use intra-operative mapping similar to the CAS technique to
confirm the patient’s morphology and estimate any asymmetry in the patient’s flexion and
extension gaps. Changes are then made to the pre-op plan to confirm the ideal implant
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position to allow gap balancing to occur, all before the surgical bone cuts are made. The
final gap balancing position is then confirmed with ‘trial’ components before the surgeon
accepts the final implant position. An example of the intra operative balancing is shown in
figure 43 below where a patient’s extension gap is imbalanced prior to correction being
made.

Figure 43 Intra-op gap balancing showing asymmetry of the extension gap. Reproduced with
permission from the authors own surgical series

Although data is limited, robotic-assisted devices have shown to have increased
implantation accuracy, mechanical axis alignment and soft tissue preservation. A study by
Hampp et al 121 using MAKO total knee robotic arm assisted surgery found improved
accuracy and precision in achieving pre-planned implant positioning in cadaveric knees
compared to conventional TKA. Limited data exists on the MAKO total knee system, which
was released in 2017, unlike the uni-compartmental version which has shown a significant
improvement in implantation accuracy, pain and short-term outcomes 122,123. Its gap
balancing capabilities may lead to the reconstruction of a more stable knee at the end of
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surgery. Recent studies have shown that balancing the patient’s flexion and extension gaps
with less than 2 mm of difference leads to improved PROMs scores.124

This technology clearly requires a significant investment in surgical hardware for a hospital
or orthopaedic department. The unit is also large and its footprint has to be dialled into the
floor plan of a surgeon’s theatre set up. An example of the surgical robot is shown in Figure
44 below.

Figure 44 Example of surgical ‘Robot ‘with is motorised arm for orientation of surgical tools
in space. Reproduced with permission from Stryker 125
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The aim of this study was to determine if the MAKO robotic total knee system can be used
to accurately balance the flexion and extension gaps in TKA surgery allowing the surgeon to
reconstruct a more ‘stable ‘knee.

Methods:
The MAKO robotic-arm Assisted TKA’s system was introduced to our hospital in 2018. Prior
to our first surgical case, a team of three surgeons underwent intensive training and
mentorship on the technique. All three surgeons were established TKA surgeons with
experience with computer assisted TKA and the Triathlon implant (Stryker Kalamazoo,
Michigan). This study included the public cases from the three surgeons, as well as the
private cases of one surgeon forming a series of 40 consecutive TKA’s using the MAKO
system and Triathlon Total Knee implant between April to December 2018. This included all
of our learning curve as well as the initial case performed. Ethics approval was obtained
prior to commencing the research from our local HREC, number AUD/19/SAC/77,
summarised in Appendix 1.

Before analysing our gap balancing data a pilot analysis was performed to assess the
accuracy of bone cut in our hands using the MAKO robotic system. Surgeons after
performing each bone cut would perform a validation check for each of the distal femoral,
anterior femoral and tibial cuts. The bone cut values were found to be highly accurate with
most cuts less than 1 degree or one mm from the pre-surgical plan. These results are
summarised in Table 13 below.

Overall, the accuracy of both femoral and tibial bone resection was high, with 95% of cuts
being < 1mm of the plan. Additionally, we found a small tendency for the anterior femur
and tibial cuts to undercut the bone, however this was minimal. Furthermore, the precision
of bone resection was high for all three bone resections, represented by low standard
deviations of 0.30, 0.27 and 0.33 respectively. 24 knees had a final limb coronal alignment
recorded. Mean absolute difference in final limb coronal alignment was 0.83° (0.80), with
75.00% being <1.00° of the plan and 100% being <3.00° of the plan.
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Mean

Root Mean Squared

Max Error

(Absolute) (mm)

(mm)

% <1° or <1mm

Distal Femur cut(n=28)
Deep

-0.05 (0.45)

0.35 (0.30)

1.10

96%

Valgus

-0.20 (0.53)

0.49 (0.30)

1.00

100%

Flexion

-0.12 (0.72)

0.55 (0.49)

1.80

75%

Depth

-0.44 (0.33)

0.48 (0.27)

1.10

96%

Internal

0.42 (0.55)

0.58 (0.39)

1.50

85%

Flexion

0.30 (0.44)

0.44 (0.30)

1.20

96%

Depth

-0.29 (0.40)

0.37 (0.33)

1.10

93%

Valgus

-0.11 (0.86)

0.62 (0.61)

2.40

85%

P Slope

-0.23 (0.71)

0.62 (0.42)

1.80

85%

Anterior femur cut (n=26)

Tibia cut (n=27)

Table 13 Intraoperative values of patients’ bone cuts captured by the MAKO robotic system
by mean value, absolute values and standard deviations.
These values were presented and discussed at the recent Arthroplasty society of Australia
annual scientific meeting where it was agreed the system delivers surgical bone resections
with a very high level of accuracy*.
*Wilson CJ & Sires J.
Arthroplasty Society ASM

Accuracy of Bone Resection in MAKO Total Knee
Robotic Assisted Surgery
Noosa QLD
May 19

Power Calculation

Prior to beginning the analysis, a power calculation was performed and cross checked with
our local statistics department. As previously discussed, patients whose gaps are balanced
within 2mm have superior PROMs scores. As discussed, our initial review robotic accuracy
suggested bone cuts are made with high precision to approximately 0.4mm*. Due to this
high level of accuracy we decided to establish whether the MAKO achieves balanced gaps
of <1mm. To establish whether the MAKO achieves balanced gaps of <1mm a non-inferiority
power analysis of differences was undertaken with a margin of 1.00mm. A total
of 18 patients were required to achieve a power of 80% (a=0.0025). Our study group was
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therefore adequately powered. The power calculation was cross checked with Professor
Richard Woodman, our University statistician to ensure the data was adequately powered
before proceeding. A summary of his calculations is included below.

Statistical tests
Data presented is means and standard deviations. 95% Confidence intervals were calculated
for the absolute differences in medial and lateral gaps. Confidence intervals were also
calculated for the absolute difference between trial and final implantation gaps. These were
considered balanced to within <1.00mm if they did not cross 1.00mm. Paired t-test was
used to assess whether a significant difference was present between measurements, with
an alpha value set at 0.025.126,127,128,129

TKA surgery was performed with a medial para-patellar approach, with a majority being
cruciate retaining. Femoral and tibial registration pins were inserted allowing intraoperative
dynamic tracking, allowing calculation of knee gaps and coronal alignment via the MAKO
system software. Surgeons recorded the planned bone resections after bone cuts were
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made, they were checked and recorded using a verification probe provided with the MAKO
system and saved as screen shots for each measurement. Previous Cadaver studies have
suggested a high level of accuracy using this device to validate bone cuts.130

The gap balancing figures for the extension and flexion gaps were both measured and
recorded as screen shots at 3 time points. Firstly, before bone cuts were made, secondly
during insertion and assessment of trial TKR components and thirdly after the definitive
prosthesis were implanted. The data was recorded at each stage by the surgical team and
stored to allow analysis later. Gap data was analysed and compared within each of the 3
groups with the assumption that a difference of less than 1mm in any one gap set was
within acceptable limits. If confidence intervals did not cross 1.00 there were considered
balanced within 1mm. Data was then compared between the 3 groups to assess any
difference between pre-op values and trial implant values then between trial implant values
and final implant values.

Results:
A total of 40 patients had their gap balancing data captured using the MAKO system
software. The mean age was 70.3 years old (SD 9.49) range 50 – 93 years. Regarding gender
29 patients were female (72.5%), 50% of knees were left side and 50% were right sided. The
patients in this series consisted of our first 40 cases performed with the MAKO robot and
included all comers with no diagnosis excluded.

Pre-bone cut data showed a difference in the patient’s extension and flexion gap values.
These values are clearly recorded before surgical correction has been performed or any
osteophytes removed. The gaps are therefore expected to be imbalanced at this stage with
37.2% of extension gaps balanced and only 9.1% of flexion gaps balanced. These results are
summarised in table 14 below.
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Medial
Gap

Lateral
Gap

ABS
difference

Range

Balanced (% within
1mm)

0  11

40.0% (16/40)

0  12

10.0% (4/40)

3.25(3.01)

Extension

16.35
(2.60)

17.70 (3.17)

Flexion

14.85
(2.53)

15.88(3.86)

3.98(2.63)

Extension: 95% Confidence Interval: 3.25 ± 0.93 (2.32 to 4.18) (p=0.053) paired t-test
Flexion: 95% Confidence Interval: 3.98 ± 0.82 (3.17 to 4.79) (p=0.177) paired t-test

Table 14 Intraoperative values of patients’ flexion and extension gaps captured by the MAKO
robotic system before any bone cuts or corrections are made.
After all bone cuts were made and osteophytes were removed, trial implants were inserted
and the surgeons recorded the patient’s flexion and extension gaps to ensure correction of
any gap balance was adequate. If further correction or bone resection was required it was
then performed and these values re checked. The data used shows the final balancing
figures accepted by the surgeons before proceeding. This stage 97.6% of all gaps were
balanced within 1mm. The mean difference between each value was only 0.4mm with a
confidence interval of 0.54 suggesting no difference. Using a paired t-test to compare the
extension gaps values and flexion gaps values p > 0.05 in both groups confirming there was
no significant difference between the values. This data is summarised in table 15 below.

Medial
Gap

Lateral
Gap

ABS
Difference

Range

Balanced (% within
1mm)

Extension

19.20(1.33) 19.43(1.28)

0.38 (0.53)

02

97.5% (39/40)

Flexion

18.18(1.09) 18.40(1.18)

0.43 (0.54)

02

97.5% (39/40)
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Extension 95% Confidence Interval: 0.38 ± 0.16 (0.22 to 0.54) (p = 0.027) paired t-test
Flexion 95% Confidence Interval: 0.43 ± 0.17 (0.26 to 0.60) (p=0.037) paired t-test

Table 15 Intraoperative values of patient’s flexion and extension gaps captured by the MAKO
robotic system after all bone cuts and corrections with trial implants in place.

Finally, the gap balancing data was compared between the trial implant values and the
values obtained with the final TKA prosthesis in situ. There was no significant difference
between the values with mean differences ranging from -0.1 to 0.2mm and no confidence
intervals greater than 1.00. suggesting no significant difference. More than 90% of all
absolute values were within 1mm. Again, all p values were > 0.05 suggesting no significant
difference. These results are summarised in table 16 below.

Trial

Final Implant

ABS
Difference

Medial

19.15 (1.95)

19.20(1.33)

0.54 (0.59)

Lateral

19.25 (1.11)

19.43(1.28)

0.56 (0.66)

Medial

18.28 (0.89)

18.18(1.09)

0.56 (0.66)

Lateral

18.43(0.77)

18.40(1.18)

0.69 (0.78)

Range

% within 1

Extension
02
02

97.50%
(39/40)
90.00%
(36/40)

Flexion
04
03

92.7%
(37/40)
95.1%
(38/40)

Extension medial: 95% Confidence Interval: 0.54 ± 0.18 (0.36 to 0.72) (p=0.700) paired t-test
Extension lateral: 95% Confidence Interval: 0.56 ± 0.21 (0.36 to 0.77) (p=0.213) paired t-test
Flexion medial: 95% Confidence Interval: 0.56 ± 0.21 (0.36 to 0.77) (p=0.472) paired t-test
Flexion lateral: 95% Confidence Interval: 0.69 ± 0.24 (0.45 to 0.93) (p=0.881) paired t-test
Table 16 Intraoperative values of patient’s flexion and extension gaps captured by the MAKO
robotic system comparing trial implant and the final prosthetic implants.
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Discussion
Overall, our pilot results show that the accuracy of both femoral and tibial bone resection
was high, with 95% of cuts being >1mm of the plan. Additionally, we found a small tendency
for the anterior femur and tibial cuts to undercut the bone, however this was minimal.
Furthermore, the precision of bone resection was high for all three bone resections,
represented by low standard deviations of 0.30, 0.27 and 0.33 respectively.

Minimal data existed on the accuracy of bone resection in the MAKO total knee system,
with one study involving 6 cadaveric specimens showing greater accuracy and precision as
compared to conventional TKA.121 This study adds to this evidence using real patients and a
larger sample size. A systematic review by Fu131 showed implantation accuracy for
neutral knee of 0° is measured when looking at arthroplasty techniques, however the
surgeons in this study did not necessarily aim for this. This is because the ligament balancing
capabilities of this technology were used, and this may have resulted in a patient having a
planned varus or valgus knee.

Our results suggest the system can deliver accurate bone cuts and well-balanced gaps. Noninferiority and paired t-test analysis show the gaps produced are within 1mm which is better
than clinically recommended values.124 The fact that the gap values are symmetrical is
statistically significant using these tests. Overall, this technology provides the surgeon with
the option to obtain mechanical alignment or focus on ligament balancing and/or kinematic
alignment. The accuracy in achieving planned bone resection and final limb coronal
alignment using the MAKO Robotic-Arm Assisted technology is high.

However, our main interest is in whether the use of this robotic technology will help
improve gap balancing during primary TKA surgery and therefore potentially reduce
instability. In our literature review in Chapter 2 it was suggested that some patients may
have a knee prosthesis implanted which is initially stable and becomes unstable with time
due to attrition of the knee ligaments 81. However previous studies in this review have
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shown that TKA instability is commonly due to surgical error 81. Accurate gap balancing
should therefore reduce the risk of TKA failure due to instability and potentially reduce the
risk for revision surgery. Studies have shown that gaps balanced to less than 2mm improve
patient’s outcome scores 81. In this series 95% of gaps are balanced within 1mm with no
cases gaps greater than 2mm suggesting the system has a high level of accuracy. In addition,
there was little difference between the trial implant gap measurements and final prosthesis
measurements with > 90% of measurements within 1mm. This study did not include any
info on Patient reported outcomes. However previous studies have shown improved PROMs
scores when the gap balancing values are better or less than 2mm124. Further research by
Wilson et al has shown significantly improved Oxford knee scores comparing Robotic with
non robotic knees in the same centre with the same implants.136

These 40 cases include all of the surgeons learning curve including case number one. This
suggests that with adequate training to use the system it can deliver accurate gap balancing
power with a high level of reliability.

Conclusions
In this study we have evaluated the accuracy of the MAKO robotic system and its ability to
produce accurate and reliable balanced gaps. With studies showing that TKA instability can
be due to surgical error and revision TKA surgery having poor PROMs scores and a high rerevision rate the use of this technology to reduce failures seems promising. Further PROMs
studies and long-term registry analysis will be required to evaluate if this innovation leased
to improved patient outcomes and reduce rates of revision TKA surgery in the future.
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Chapter Seven: Discussion of results
Chapter 1 - Introduction
In this chapter we provide an overview of the overall findings of the thesis. Osteoarthritis is
the commonest chronic condition affecting mature adults. Surgical management has well
recognised results with the ability to restore function and relieve pain. As a result, 53,000
TKA procedures were performed in 2016 in Australia, with an approximate cost to the
healthcare system of over 1.2 billion Australian dollars. Primary TKA surgery increases year
by year and subsequently Revision TKA surgery is also on the increase. Revision procedures
have a significant complication rate and a high financial cost to the healthcare system
approx. 63,000 Australian dollars per case. The technical details of TKA and Revision TKA
surgery are explained to clarify points described later.
The Australian joint registry (AOANJRR) is a powerful instrument used nationally to collect
data on Arthroplasty surgery and its failures on a National level. It has been very successful
in monitoring the results of orthopaedic implants and protecting patients by identifying
failures. However, it is also a very powerful research tool and can be used to investigate
research questions far beyond the data summarised in its national reports. Instability is
described as a reason for TKA failure and Revision TKA surgery. It is poorly defined and
described in the literature but is known to lead to early failure and early Revision surgery.
Instability remains the 5th most common reason for TKA failure.
The overall aim of this thesis is to use knee instability as the sentinel event in a process
where AOA national joint replacement registry information is used in combination with a
local registry to provide improved information on how to reduce unnecessary revisions and
reduce our re-revision surgery rates and therefore reduce the financial burden for our
healthcare system. The local registry can then be used as a feedback loop to the national
registry system to stimulate improvements in data collection ongoing. In addition, the key
discussion points and recommendations relating to surgical management are made. The
background the work is summarised and reasons for the research undertaken.
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Chapter 2 - Systematic Review of the Published Literature, causes of instability
in TKA
The systematic review of the published literature showed the results of all papers published
on Revision surgery for instability of the TKA for the last 10 years. It was surprising to find
that out of all the orthopaedic literature there were only 22 articles that reported any
results for analysis. Orthopaedic results commonly focus on 10-year data and based on the
latest joint registers worldwide, the revision rate for the total knee arthroplasty is
approximately 12% over a period of 10 years (Labek G et al). However, in our review the
results for TKA failure due to instability time to failure was reported in 11 articles. These
suggest these patients fail early with a mean time to failure of only 44.7 months. In addition,
patients who failed were young with an average age at revision surgery of 67.6 years. These
findings are of significant concern as the Mean age for a primary TKA in Australia is 68.6
years (AOA NJJR 2016, page 200). The patients in our instability series are therefore having
their second procedure at a relatively young age. As shown in Chapter 4 these young
patients have a higher complication rate compared to primary TKA patients and a high rate
of re-revision in the first 5 years. This raises the issue that prevention of TKA failure due to
instability may be of greater benefit to future patients than improving the quality or revision
or ‘salvage ‘surgery. Patients with a BMI > 40 did were not shown to be at increased risk of
revision surgery with only one case reported out of 88 cases reported in relation to BMI. The
review did not show any difference in revision rate in relation to male or female gender.
The review showed that most patients who were revised had a Total revision meaning a
revision of all components (77.4%). In addition, 79% had revision to components with either
partial or total constraint. This finding compounds the issues caused by the patients having
a lower than average age at time of surgery. The aggressive surgery they had undergone
comes with both a high risk of surgical complications and a high risk of re-revision surgery.
Figures from the AOANJJR report a re-revision rate of 30% in the first 5 years after these
Total revision procedures. In addition, these procedures require a large amount of theatre
time and have a high cost per patient treated. Those issues are discussed further in Chapter
Four.
Overall the review identifies the serious nature of instability as a method of failure in TKA
surgery. The patients fail younger, have potentially high-risk revision surgery early and have
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a high risk of re-revision surgery in the short term highlighting the grave implications of an
unstable knee. The review therefore reinforces the need to better understand the issues in
ligament balancing and how to address them. For those patients who already have an unstable
knee a more robust diagnostic and management pathway is required which is the basis for our
new pathway discussed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 3 – Clinical assessment and diagnosis of Instability – Evaluation of a
new diagnostic algorithm.
In this study the aim was to construct, describe and evaluate our diagnostic algorithm for
the failing knee arthroplasty. The study was designed after our systematic literature review
and a review of our historic registry results with the intention of standardising and
improving the accuracy of diagnosis for our patients. In our literature review there was a
common message in many papers that the accurate diagnosis of the reason for TKA failure is
essential in obtaining a good outcome from revision surgery. Despite this were a number of
varied descriptions of how to diagnose instability on the failing TKA with some authors
describing a clinical method, some a radiological method but few combining both. As a
result, we designed a standardised and reproducible pathway for all failing knees in our
clinic including those with instability. Patients would undergo a standardised clinical
examination, blood tests and x-rays. A standardised EUA assessment was also devised and
performed. The results were reviewed by the whole arthroplasty team to ensure consensus
regarding the diagnosis and to assist in the development of the surgical plan. Surgeries were
then performed with 2 specialists present both of whom have significant experience in
revision surgery. The main aims of the study were to evaluate the algorithm, improve
diagnostic quality for our patients. This would also hopefully reduce the rates of
complications or re-revision for our patients and prevent them from undergoing
unnecessary procedures.
Once the algorithm was designed it was rolled out to all potential revision cases in our
department with the final point of control being our weekly planning meeting where the
consultant group reviews the surgical plan for the next week’s cases and allows appropriate
implants to be arranged. Patients who went through this system were entered into our local
revision registry, which continues to gather data beyond the scope of this thesis.
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The initial 45 patients who went through this process were included in the study. Their
electronic records were reviewed to assess their blood results, EUA findings and eventual
diagnosis and or need for revision surgery. All EUA findings were recorded in the patient’s
case record and the EUA radiographic films saved on our digital archive system. Finally, an
Intrinsic joint injection was performed and the patients examined post op for pain to
exclude patients with an extrinsic pain source such as the Hip or Lumbar spine. Interestingly
age, gender or BMI did not have an effect on EUA instability or the need for revision surgery.
The even spread of revisions between males and females is particularly interesting as
Primary TKA surgery is much more common in females. Factors such as joint aspirate white
cell count and red cell count had no impact on the patients need for surgery. The CRP blood
test was lower in patients who required surgery as was the ESR which was a surprising
finding. Surgeons routinely perform these tests before revisions surgery, however our
findings suggest a lower (negative) result is unhelpful in deciding whether surgery is
required or not. Radiological instability was more predictive. The best EUA factors were
Anterior- Posterior Drawer test and Varus instability test. Both had a P value < 0.001 when
predicting whether surgery was needed for instability.

This study successful described the design and results of our algorithm. The process has
been modified since to include the help of our local infectious disease’s clinicians in the
diagnosis and management of failure due to prosthetic infection. In addition, as part of the
EUA procedure all patients now have deep tissue biopsies for infection and as part of a
separate study some patients have had synovial fluid tested for infection biomarkers using
the Synovasuretm Alpha Defensin biomarker testing system. To our knowledge this is the
first study to design and evaluate a standardised and comprehensive diagnostic and
management pathway for revision TKA surgery. The results of this pathway are recorded in
and monitored by our local Revision registry to assess ongoing trends and issues. The results
of this registry are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4 – Design and evaluation of a Local Revision Arthroplasty Registry
In Chapter 4 we discuss how the appropriate diagnosis and management of the Revision TKA
is an essential part of the care of our patients. However, it is also essential to monitor the
results of this treatment both to evaluate and trends in surgical results and to facilitate a
constant and evolving process, which continuously improves patient outcomes. The national
AOANJJR provides useful data on the survivorship of Revision TKA surgery and describes the
worryingly high rates of Re-revision surgery for TKA patients. However, Revision TKA surgery
is a much more heterogeneous area than primary TKA surgery. A more detailed local review
of data and outcomes is therefore of great value. Data can be collected to a much higher
level of detail and complexity allowing evaluation not possible in the National figures. In
addition, as shown in Chapter 2 unlike THA surgery knees tend to fail earlier, which allows
local trends to be collected and monitored without having to collect 15 years of data to get
a meaningful answer. In this study the National registry was however used for an important
comparison. Each year the AOANJJR provides a summary report for all Arthroplasty surgery
in Australia. Due to the large-scale nature of the data requiring collected and analysis each
year’s summary report shows data for surgery up to the year before with the 2012 report
showing data on cases performed up to the end of 2011 and so forth. On request the
AOANJJR will provide specific data on a specific group of patients in what is referred to as an
Ad Hoc Registry report. Such a report was therefore requested for all hip and knee data at
our centre from 2013 back to the beginning of AOANJJR data collection. This would allow a
meaningful comparison of all historic data up to the time when our new models of diagnosis
and management were introduced. By comparing the historic AOANJJR data with our local
registry this study shows the differences these changes have made on our local
management and also allows comparisons to be drawn with the current National summaries
showing current trends throughout the country.

When reviewing the Ad Hoc report on our local historic figures there were two main
concerns. Firstly, while our most common indication for Revision TKA was Loosening and
lysis our next 2 indications were ‘patello-femoral pain’ and ‘pain’. In the National figures up
to 2013 these 2 indications were much less common. We were concerned that this may
represent a poorer level of diagnostic accuracy with the potential for an elevated incidence
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of Re-revision surgery in these patients. In our Literature review in Chapter 2 anterior knee
pain is described as a common symptom in TKA instability. Is therefore possible that in the
past some of these patients were being miss diagnosed and therefore miss treated.
Therefore, one of the main aims of our Local registry was to review if firming up our
diagnostic and management methods led to a reduction in the rate of surgery for these 2
indications. Secondly the commonest type of revision surgery in our historic figures was
revision of the Patella button only. In our local centre this had accounted for 39.2% of all
revision cases while the National figures at that time showed a rate of only 20.9 %. We felt
that this was part of the same diagnostic problem and hoped that our new methods would
lead to a reduction in this rate of surgery and bring it down to a level more in line with
current national figures.

Although the number of cases is small the Local registry was also designed to evaluate in
more detail what type of patients are more commonly revised and to allow prospective
analysis of these results as trends over time. When reviewing the current results in the local
registry gender did not seem to have much effect on the risk of revision. Female patients
accounted for 67% of all revisions, which is almost identical to the percentage of patients
undergoing primary TKA surgery
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. In addition, BMI did not seem to be a relevant factor.

The average BMI of a revision patient was 31.8 kg/m2, which is again very similar to our
figures for primary TKA surgery. It has been suggested in many papers that a higher BMI
leads to a higher risk of revision TKA surgery. However, our results are more in line with
those in our systematic review in Chapter 2, which suggests BMI, is not a major risk factor.
However, the age of our patients was low at 71.1 years. In addition, the average age of
these patients was only 62.5 years old at the time of their primary TKA surgery (Wilson et al
and NJJR 2015). This result is of much more practical concern. We have shown in Chapter 3
that patients who undergo revision surgery are at a high risk of re-revision surgery in less
than 5 years. If our patients are undergoing their initial surgery younger then they are
clearly at a higher risk of further complications and therefore functional impairment at a
younger age. This highlights the need to get the diagnosis right first time and reduce the risk
of further potentially harmful surgeries. Interestingly 61% of revision patients had a history
of hypertension and 47.2% had a previous hip or knee arthroplasty performed in another
joint. It is not possible from this small series to conclude if this is an important association
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regarding the risk for revision TKA surgery of if these are simply common findings in our
routine patients. As the Local registry prospectively grows further evaluation of these
associations may be more practical.

In this study our current figures demonstrate that the most common local reason for doing a
revision knee replacement is Radiological Instability (33.3%), this being a combination of
ligamentous instability and instability due to imbalanced flexion or extension gaps. The
Diagnosis of ‘Pain ‘has reduced dramatically. The combination of ‘Pain’ and ‘Patello- femoral
Pain’ into one group was only 13.9%. A significant reduction on 36.7% in our historic figures
and more in line with current national figures of 6.7%. Infection was the indication in 13.9%
of cases, which is also similar to current national figures of 21%. These results suggest we
have achieved our aim of a reduction in cases performed for pain. It will however require
ongoing prospective collection of our Local figures to evaluate if this change in practice
leads to a reduction in our re-revision rates in the future.

Our results on the type of Revision surgery are interesting but for different reasons. One of
our main aims was to look at the incidence of Patellar button revision alone. In our historic
figures 39.9% of all revisions in our centre were of the patellar button alone. The current
local registry results show that our rate has fallen dramatically to 8.3% which is more in line
with 2015 AOANJJR figures showing a rate of 10.8%. This is hopefully a relevant finding
suggesting our more accurate diagnostic methods are leading to more appropriate revisions
strategies with the ‘default’ treatment of Patella button revision being reserved for very
specific cases only. Another interesting finding is that our rate of ‘Minor revision’ remains
high and is higher than national figures. When you exclude the patella button cases ‘Minor
revisions’ involve either revision of the polyethylene insert only or its revision in
combination with patellar button revision. These two are commonly combined to reduce
the possibility of further re-revisions if they are done independently. Our Local registry
shows a rate of minor revision of 47.2% verses current National figures of 21.3%. This may
be one of the most relevant findings with respect to our ongoing patient care. Patients who
undergo these ‘Minor revisions’ have been shown not only to have significantly lower
surgical complication rates but also AOANJRR figures also suggest that these patients who
undergo less invasive revision surgery are at a lower risk of re-revision surgery in the first 5
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years. Minor revisions are also a significantly smaller financial burden on the local
healthcare system as the implant cost is significantly reduced.

Overall this study is a useful indicator that not only has the work in this thesis enhanced our
knowledge of Instability as a cause for failure in TKA surgery our enhanced understanding of
how to manage and diagnose our patients may leads to significantly better short and long
term outcomes for our patients in the future. This is discussed in further detail in Chapter 3.
It is also to our knowledge the first study combining both Local and National registry data to
address a specific mode of failure in TKA surgery and use this data to improve diagnosis and
reduce revision failures, which could lead to re-revisions. Our clinical results from this work
are discussed in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5 – Prospective evaluation of the outcomes of revision TKA for
instability.
In this study we reviewed the results of patients who had undergone revision knee
arthroplasty for instability of the knee. This paper closes the journey of the thesis as these
patients have all gone through the diagnostic algorithm described in Chapter 3 and their
surgical management is recorded and followed up through the revision registry described in
Chapter 4. All patients were performed by myself or under my care and were revised to the
Stryker TS revision implant. This system uses a new guide called the TCG or trial guide
cutting system which is designed to allow the surgeon to balance the knee before making
the final bone cuts and will hopefully improve accuracy and streamline the process of
revision TKA surgery for instability and for other indications.

The patients therefore were identified in the clinic as potentially unstable and then the
diagnosis confirmed by our new algorithm. The case was discussed at our arthroplasty
meeting by a committee of surgeons to confirm the diagnostic plan and the implants
required and the surgery was then performed. Post op all patients were identified using our
Revision registry and the records assessed for evidence of re-revision surgery. This finding
was strengthened by using Ad Hoc AOANJJR reports to confirm no additional revisions were
performed in other centres without our knowledge and compare our current re-revision
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rates historic rates before the implementation of this algorithm. Oxford knee scores were
obtained either in writing or over the phone to assess the patient’s functional status. The
mean follow up was 28 months for females and 39 months for males.

It was unexpected that many of the patients had low oxford scores. All our patients are
regularly followed up and no patients have requested re-revision outside the cases
reported. It is unclear if this finding is due to other joints affecting the results of the score or
general deconditioning of the patients included. Our female patients are slightly younger
than our male patients and the male patients have on average longer follow up, we are not
able to deduce why from the data available.

The main finding of this paper related to re-revision rates and is one of the key issues
regarding our outcomes as a whole. As we have seen in our results of Chapter 4 the local
revision registry confirms that the use of our new diagnostic algorithm has led to a focus
on conservative revision TKA surgery and less revision surgery for ‘pain ‘as the diagnosis. In
this series our re-revision rate is only 7.69% at 4 years post-op. This comes from a small
series however national re-revision rates for TKA patients are 12 % and 16% for 3 and 4
years post-op respectively. In addition, a larger series from our centre, pending publication,
showed a re-revision rate of only 6.5% for all diagnosis at 4 years. Although further study
and longer follow up is required these results suggest that that following this pathway leads
to not only patients avoiding unnecessary surgery, they undergo less invasive surgery with a
lower risk of re-revision surgery in the years to come. The work in this chapter combined
data from Local clinical research, Historic National Registry Data, Local Registry Data and
Current National Data. To our knowledge this is the first attempt to do so in Revision TKA
surgery. Through discussions with other surgeons and at the 2017 ASM of the Australian
Arthroplasty Society this standardised process is now spreading and being taken up by other
units in Australia.

However, when assessing PROMs scores for these patients, Oxford knee scores are
surprising low. This suggests that some patient’s while happy to live with their knee and do
not require further revision surgery do wish they had a higher level of function from their
knee. Despite our success in reducing re-revision rates these patients reported results
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suggest there is still a need to try and prevent TKA failure from instability in the first place.
As discussed in Chapter 2 our literature review shows that failure due to instability is multifactorial. However, the one factor a surgeon can influence is the accuracy if surgical
implantation and improved balancing of the knee gaps and therefore the patient’s
ligaments. This has been explored in our department using computer navigated knee
technology123. However, the recent introduction of Robotic gap balancing technology has
enhanced surgeon’s ability to plan and then implant the TKA prosthesis with a higher level
of accuracy and better ligament balancing. This is discussed further in Chapter 6.

Chapter 6 – Robotic Gap Balancing in TKA Surgery
In this chapter we reviewed the use of Robotic surgical technology to improve the balancing
of the flexion and extension gaps in primary TKA surgery. This allows the surgeon to
accurately balance the knee ligaments and reduce the risk of instability due to surgical
inaccuracy or error. Our results in the previous chapters clearly show that avoiding TKA
failures in the first place is more desirable than finding the best solutions once they have
failed.

Robotics surgery uses technology similar to CAS combined with pre-op CT scans to program
the system with accurate data regarding the patient’s knee anatomy and alignment. The
system also uses a surgical arm to deliver the bone cuts with a high level of accuracy. Our
results show that using the Robotic technique the surgeon can perform bone cuts to
fractions of a millimetre and that in 100% of cases the knee was implanted in > 3 degrees
from the planned alignment. This enhanced accuracy will help surgeons reduce technical
errors which should reduce failures and revisions in general. Registry based studies have
shown that using CAS to reduce outliers leads to a reduction in failures and revisions in TKA
surgery.

Robotic surgery gives the surgeon enhanced ability to plan the primary TKA procedure and
implant the knee in a position where their gaps and therefore ligaments are balanced. The
pre-op plan shows the patients unique ligament ‘imbalance ‘and allows templating of the
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surgical correction required. During surgery dynamic data is recorded allowing the final
assessment of the ligament imbalance to be calculated and corrected. Finally, the system
confirms that the correction has been delivered before the prosthesis is implanted.

Our results show that the final ligament gaps are delivered with less than 1mm difference
between the gaps and that this result is statistically significant. Previous clinical studies have
recommended gaps are balanced with less than 2mm of difference, however, the system is
allowing the prosthesis to be implanted with a much higher level of accuracy. Finally, when
comparing the trial implant gap values with definitive implanted prosthesis values the mean
difference is 0.2 mm with standard deviations less than 1.0 suggesting the system
reproduces accurate final results after deliver and execution of the surgical plan. In this
study we have evaluated the accuracy of the MAKO robotic system and demonstrated its
ability to produce accurate and reliable balanced gaps. Further PROMs studies and longterm registry analysis will be required to evaluate if this innovation leased to improved
patient outcomes and reduce rates of revision TKA surgery in the future.
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Chapter Eight: Future research arising
from this Thesis
Introduction
Background

With high revision rates in younger patients and revisions occurring early the issue of
prevention of TKA instability is an important issue in orthopaedic surgery. The work in this
Thesis has progressed through the clinical issues and features of TKA instability.
Improvements in the diagnosis and management of instability and lead to increased
diagnostic accuracy, reduced surgical complications and failures requiring re-revision
surgery. Using local and national registries surgical trends can be measured and analysed
over time to ensure quality of primary and revision surgery continues to improve for
patients. Using PROMs, the final clinical outcomes of patients can be analysed and have
shown in this Thesis to be poorer than expected after Revision TKA surgery. Technology can
be used to increase surgical accuracy and ligament balancing in primary TKA surgery and
potentially reduce failures due to TKA instability for future patients.

The next research step is to evaluate the effects of these interventions and prove if they
lead to better long-term outcomes for patients in the long term. This can be evaluated by
validating the effect that these balancing technologies have on the patient’s ligaments and
the effect this has on failures and revision surgery. This work is beyond the scope and time
frame of this thesis however plans are already underway within our department for the
research to be undertaken. Our main areas of focus are summarised below.

Gait Analysis
Introduction
Patients with TKA instability commonly complain of difficulty ascending stairs and a feeling
that they cannot ‘trust’ their knee. This may be related to abnormal gait patterns or issues
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with muscle coordination that lead to either unpleasant symptoms or inefficiency of muscle
contraction. Therefore, the research hypothesis for this project is that patients with an
unstable TKR will demonstrate abnormal gait and muscle coordination patterns.

To quantify this issue more objectively a study has been designed to evaluate if these
abnormal patterns or related forces can be identified. In collaboration with our local
biomechanics department a specific gait lab rig has been designed and constructed to allow
assessment of a patients gait pattern both during in normal walking and during stair
climbing or descent.

The aim of this study is to evaluate what gait and muscle coordination abnormalities occur
in these patients compared to TKA patients who asymptomatic and a third group that are
robotically balanced and asymptomatic. These patterns may also allow an estimation of the
inefficiencies in their muscular function which lead patients to seek further surgical
intervention.

Methods
We from previous studies estimate approximately 20 patients will be required for each
group to be adequately powered. This sample size exceeds the sample size used by the 80%
of the studies of gait in TKR patients133, which therefore it is adequate for capturing salient
motion features for this population. Gait analysis will be performed in the new
Rehabilitation and Motion Analysis Laboratory, which is located at the Tonsley Campus of
Flinders University. This purpose built 84 sqm facility is fully operational, features a flexible
configuration to maximise utility, and is approved for use on orthopaedic patients.

Three groups, comprising twenty participants each (symptomatic and asymptomatic TKR
patients), will be recruited from the Flinders Medical Centre arthroplasty department. An
application for Ethical approval has sought prior to recruiting patients for the study.

All participants will undergo a clinical and radiological assessment of the implant, in robotic
cases gap balancing parameters will already be recorded. In the symptomatic group
instability will have been diagnosed using our algorithm described in Chapter 3.
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All participants will undergo a gait analysis assessment of motion, muscle activity and
ground reaction forces during the execution of common activities of daily living with
different levels of difficulty. Participants will be instrumented using reflective skin-mounted
markers located at relevant anatomical positions and surface electromyography sensors
placed over the major superficial lower-limb and back muscles. The marker set will be based
on a well-established protocol developed and used within our group for gait analysis
experiments (Martelli et al., JBiomech 2015). The marker’s trajectory will be recorded using
the available 10-camera Vicon system (Vicon Bonita 10, 1MP Optical Camera, 250 fps),
during walking at a self-selected speed, walking fast, running, stair ascent, stair descent,
sitting on and then rising from a chair. The muscle electrical activity at the erector spinae,
gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis,
semimembranosus, semitendinosus, gastrocnemius lateralis, gastrocnemius medialis and
tibialis anterior will be collected from both legs using the wireless 16-channel EMG system
available in the lab (Trigno Wireless EMG, Delsys Inc., Natick, USA). Ground reaction forces
will be recorded using the 4 force platform system available (AMTI OR6-7-1K-SYS Force
Platforms). Additional measurements will include a static pose used as reference, simple
movements about a single joint axis and maximal voluntary contraction measurements of
each principal muscle group using a hand-held dynamometer. Motion and
electromyography measurements will be processed to extract the joint angles and the
envelope of the muscle electrical activity. The study hypothesis will be tested using a
student t-test (< 0.05). If found to be significantly different, symptomatic and asymptomatic
data will be compared using regression analysis. An example of a patient under analysis is
shown in figure 45 below.
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Figure 45: Study participant wearing skin reflective markers crossing one of the force
platform systems.134

Discussion

Greater understanding of the abnormal forces occurring in the unstable TKA may enhance
our knowledge of how to prevent these failures occurring. In addition results in Chapter 5
have shown that surgical revision for these patients has poor outcomes with regards
patients PROMs scores. With enhanced understanding of the abnormal biomechanics
occurring new treatment options using non-surgical interventions such as physical therapy
may help to improve the quality of life and function of patients with an unstable TKA
without the need to resort to revision TKA surgery.

This work could therefore be of great assistance not only in preventing TKA failures but in
increasing our capability to treat patients who are already symptomatic with potentially less
complications. The project also represents the strong collaboration between our
department of orthopaedics and department of biomechanics which has produced a large
amount of interesting research and teaching opportunities for our staff and students so far.

Pressure transducer Analysis

The use of CAS and robotic systems measure alignment and ligament gaps in absolute
geometric values. Alignment is described in degrees and ligament gaps in millimetres.
However knee ligaments are balanced when the tension between the ligaments is balanced.
Using tensioning devices such as that shown in Figure 8, Chapter 1 the surgeon assesses the
patient’s ligament tension to ensure they are balanced in both the flexion and extension
gaps. This will dictate what position the implant will sit in and moving away from the
historical concept of producing neutral mechanical alignment then releasing ligaments,
perhaps unnecessarily, to balance the gaps. When performing these checks using CAS the
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system gives feedback on the best position to produce this balance with respect to knee
alignment. This is shown below in Figure 46.

Figure 46: Final alignment check using trackers and a knee gap balancing device before
implantation of the definitive prosthesis. Reproduced with permission from Stryker.

Robotic systems produce similar results for the surgeon with regards intra-operative
feedback. Although these results have a higher level of accuracy and reproducibility
compared to CAS they are still geometrical measurements and do not give any feedback on
absolute ligament tension.

Surgical tension devices have increased in popularity which can allow the surgeon to assess
the ligament tension as a force in Newtons instead of a measurement in millimetres. These
devices contain transducer sensors which allow real time measurement of these tensions
during surgery. An example of these sensors incorporated into knee trial implants is shown
in figure 47 below.
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Figure 47: Trial Knee inserts containing in built pressure transducers to allow real time
feedback of knee joint pressure. Reproduced with permission by Zimmer.

During live surgery surgeons can perform their usual bone cuts using either conventional,
CAS or robotic tools to obtain their planned optimal alignment. During the trailing
procedure the transducer device can be used to check medial and lateral knee
compartments pressures which are used as a measure of adequate bone resection and
ligament tension. An example of how the sensor and knee implants link together is shown
in figure 48 below.
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Figure 48: Trial Knee inserts with pressure transducers can be used with trial or definitive
components during live surgery. Reproduced with permission by Zimmer.

The sensors then send live feedback via wireless signal to a display monitor which the
surgeon can use to ensure the knee compartments are in equal tension. This can then be
checked in 10 degrees extension, 45 degrees flexion and 90 degrees flexion gaps to ensure
the ligaments are balanced throughout the range of knee movement. An example of the
display obtained in theatre is shown in Figure 49 below showing the pressures are almost
identical and therefore the ligaments in this example are in equal tension.
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Figure 49: Live surgical display of tensions in the medial and lateral compartments of the
knee. Reproduced with permission by Zimmer.

Discussions regarding the results in Chapter 6 on this thesis at the recent Arthroplasty of
Australia Annual meeting commended the high level of accuracy obtained when robotic gap
balancing is performed*. As the next step in understanding this process the
recommendation was to try and combine robotic gap balancing measurements with sensor
pressure measurements in the same patients to try and enhance our understanding of how
these technologies can be used in combination. Discussions are underway with the implant
companies involved to devise a study protocol which can achieve this aim and allow us to
begin our ethical application process.

*Accuracy of Bone Resection in MAKO Total Knee Robotic Assisted Surgery
Wilson CJ & Sires J
Arthroplasty Society ASM

Noosa QLD May 2019

This research may allow surgeons to use these technologies to improve how we balance
knees in TKA surgery and potentially allow prosthetic knees to be implanted in a position
and tension where the knee ligaments function in the same way as a native human knee.
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This would improve the accuracy of TKA surgery which may help patients feel better with a
more ‘normal ‘feeling knee and may reduce their risk of instability and therefore failure.

Registry Based analysis

Introduction
Long term analysis of patient outcomes with regards revision surgery requires both large
numbers and long term follow up. The use of computer navigation surgery (CAS) has shown
a reduction in outliers and errors. Over time this has led to increased adaptation of the CAS
technique by surgeons who have been reassured by its increased accuracy. However it takes
time to follow up these patients for long enough to show a significant difference in revision
rates. A recent publication from the AOANJRR registry showed that using CAS leads to a
reduction in revision rates, however it took 9 years of registry follow up to deliver this
significant result26. In this study revision rates were reduced for all reasons for patients
under the age of 65 years old. When considering loosening as the reason for revision there
was a significant reduction in revision rates for all patients (p=0.001). Data from AOANJRR
reports clearly shows that loosening is the commonest reason for revision therefore the
reduction of these failures is of great clinical importance. The different rates of revision by
diagnosis are shown in Figure 50 below.

Figure 50: Cumulative Incidence by Revision Diagnosis in Primary Total Knee Arthroplasty.
AOANJJR 2018 report.135
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Ongoing analysis from the registry may show over time that the improved ligament
balancing capabilities of the gap balancing system may help reduce revision rates over time.
This technology has only been in routine use in Australia for the last 2 years. If the time
frame is similar to the CAs experience then data collection with have to continue for some
time before a significant improvement in failures, if any, can be shown.

Prospective Robotic TKA Registry

In an attempt to evaluate the effects Robotic gap balancing techniques on revision rates in a
level of detail that has not been performed before we have now set up a system where
detailed registry analysis will be prospectively performed. This work will be part of a
multicentre study in Australia New Zealand, which will attempt to obtain the numbers and
power to try and demonstrate any significant improvements with this technology. A regional
registry has been set up to record data and evaluate all robotically implanted TKA cases
throughout Australia and New Zealand. In addition to the usual outcome measures recorded
in the AOANJRR registry this project will collect detailed information on patients’
demographics, pre-op deformities, surgical corrections performed, type and size of implants
used, surgical time and alignment corrections achieved.

By prospectively collecting data from a number of centres this study should generate
adequate numbers to allow strong conclusions to be made on how these techniques may
potentially improve patient outcomes. Hopefully the results will show reduced the rates of
TKA failure with lower numbers of patients requiring revision surgery for instability and
potentially other causes of failure in the future.

Our team has applied for Ethical approval for this study to allow collection of prospective
data which will be shared with the regional registry. Data from this regional registry will be
used as tool to combine with National registry data in a similar way to the work described in
Chapter 4 in this thesis. This will be the first attempt to our knowledge to do so on this scale
and with this level of detail. This will provide larger numbers to improve patient outcomes
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and feed back to the National registry in a process that will also encourage enhanced and
improved data collection in the long term.

It is estimated that this work will take approximately 5 years taking well outside the scope of
this Thesis.
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions
In this thesis I have explored an interesting journey through the diagnosis, management and
potentially prevention of TKA instability of the knee. The whole process has evolved over a
period of almost 5 years and has revolutionised the treatment of our patients within our
centre. It has combined clinical data with local and national registry data in a way that has
not been attempted before in revision TKA surgery. Arthroplasty surgery can offer patients a
significant improvement in their quality of life with long lasting effects for years to come.
However, it can also significantly impair quality when complications lead to further surgery
and functional impairments that can affect our patients for years to come or even
permanently.

In this journey we started with a review of the literature confirming that revision for TKA
instability is a significant problem with unanswered issues. Patients are revised early and
many are young at the time of their first revision surgery. In addition, many have to undergo
re-revision surgery in the first 5 years post-op. This was therefore chosen as the Sentinel
Event for this surgical Thesis. In addition, our local historical data from the AOANJRR registry
has shown that in the past many patients have undergone surgery for vague diagnosis such
as ‘pain ‘and it is not surprising that some of these patients have come back for re-revision
surgery.

Using this historical data and our literature review a robust, standardised and re-producible
diagnostic process was constructed for the benefit of all our patients. The development of a
local revision registry has allowed more detailed assessment and follow up of our outcomes
and will continue to do so prospectively for years to come. This can also combine with and
be fed back to national registry processes to improve and modify data collection and
analysis. Review of our revision rates has shown that not only has this work improved out
level and detail of diagnostic accuracy the use of a structured diagnostic and management
pathway has shown a reduction in our re-revision surgery rates which is of huge benefit to
our patients. This could have potentially huge benefits in both human cost and in financial
cost to our healthcare service with each revision TKA surgery costing on average $63,000.
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However the patient clinical results of our patients suggest that prevention of revision TKA
surgery in the first place would be of the most benefit to them.

With the evolution of surgical techniques to enhance ligament gap balancing during surgery
we can aim to reduce surgical error and its effect on TKA instability. Our results have shown
a high level of accuracy using robotic techniques to perform ligament gap balancing. This
evolution in our management process and enhanced accuracy of execution may have a
profound effect on improving the outcomes of our patients in the future.
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Appendixes
Appendix 1
MAPT Questionnaire for assessing functional impairment in a patient with Hip or Knee
dysfunction.

Questionnaire has been removed due to copyright restriction. Available online from:
https://www.health.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0024/374424/
hip_knee_chhsd.pdf
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Appendix 2
Oxford Knee score Questionnaire for Pain and Functional Impairment.

Removed due to copyright restriction.
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